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ABSTRACT

FIVE COMMON AREAS TO INTEGRATE YOUNG PEOPLE INTO ACTIVE CHURCH
MINISTRY ROLES
David Gantt
Liberty University School of Divinity, 2018
Mentor: Dr. Steve Vandegriff

All throughout Scripture one can see God calling and using young people to carry out
important parts of His narrative. Research has shown that seventy percent of young people drop
out of church following high school graduation. One of the reasons this group is leaving is due to
a lack of opportunities within ministries in the context of the local church for young people to
serve. Through the investigation of applied research and surveys completed by pastors, youth
pastors and other church pastoral staff of one hundred forty-seven different churches, the author
will identify ministry practices that churches today are integrating young people into active
ministry roles within the local church.
Abstract Length: 111 Words.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
It can be seen in churches all across the United States. Anyone can look around at the
demographic makeup of congregations and there seems to be one group missing. Their voices
echo as they are leaving churches. “I just do not feel like I have a place here.” “I do not feel like I
am an important part of the church.” These are the voices and the cries of the Millennial
Generation and younger generations as they are slowly leaving the church body because there is
nothing there to keep them connected. Malan Nel says, when discussing the “Inclusive
Congregational Approach” to youth ministry in the book Four Views of Youth Ministry and the
Church, “When Christian youths have no reason to value their congregations, they often meet
their spiritual needs and worship elsewhere – historically in youth organizations outside the
church.”1 The Millennial Generation has a United States population of seventy-eight million.2
Individuals who fall into this generation were born between 1980 and 2000.3 All throughout
Scripture one can see God calling and using young people to carry out important parts of His
narrative. Research has shown that sixty percent of young people drop out of church following
high school graduation.4 The unchurched population of this generation is fifty-two percent.5 One

1
Mark H. Senter,III, Wesley Black, Chap Clar, and Malan Nel, Four Views of Youth Ministry and the
Chruch, (Grand Rapids, MI: Youth Specialties Academic/Zondervan, 2001), 8.

Thom S. Rainer and Jess W. Rainer, The Millennials: Connecting to America’s Largest Generation,
(Nashville, TN: B&H Publishing Group, 2011), Kindel Electronic Edition, Chapter 1, page 1 of 278.
2

3

Ibid.

4
Barna Group, “5 Reasons Millennials Stay Connected to Church,” Barna Group Website, September 17,
2013, accessed December 5, 2015, https://www.barna.org/barna-update/millennials/635-5-reasons-millennials-stayconnected-to-church#.Vmr2YV4spLM.
5

Ibid.
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of the reasons this group is leaving is due to a lack of opportunities within ministries, in the
context of the local church, for young people to serve.
David Roozen did a study on church dropouts that was published in the Review of
Religious Research in 1980 that stated the most common reason that young people left the
church was due to some sort of discord with someone in the church6 Thirty plus years later
young people are claiming that the top reason they are leaving is due to life changes or other
situations.7 Even though times have changed over the past thirty years, the problem of young
people stepping away from the church has not. Roozen’s study estimates a dropout rate of 46%
in 1980.8 Roger Dudley in an article he wrote about “youth religious commitment, references a
study by Wade Clark Roof and William McKinney from 1987 where the number of young
people leaving was at 59%.9 Lifeway’s Research from 2007 estimate the number to have risen to
70%.10 Thom Rainer shares a table taken from Lifeway research titled "How Many Leave Church
Between Ages 18-22 and Why” in his book Essential Church that shows an age breakdown for
the gain/loss for young people in the church (Figure 1.1).

6
David A. Roozen, “Church Dropouts: Changing Patterns of Disengagement and Re-Entry.” Review of
Religious Research 21, no. 4 (1980): 427.

David Rudd, Lifeway Research Group. “Church Dropouts: How Many Leave Church Between Ages 1822 and Why?” Accessed on October 11, 2017. http://lifewayresearch.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/01/ChurchDropouts_How-Many-Leave-Church-and-Why-8.07.2007.pdf, 5.
7

8

Roozen, “Church Dropouts,” 427.

9
Roger L. Dudley, “Youth Religious Commitment Over Time: A Longitudinal Study of Retention,”
Review of Religious Research, 41, no. 1 (Autumn 1999), 111.
10

Rudd, Lifeway, “Church Dropouts,” 5.
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Figure 1.1 – Barna’s Chart for Percentage Gain/Loss for Age Categories in the Church11

The point here is not to argue that young people are leaving the church or to give percentages to
prove it. What needs to be taken into consideration is that young people are leaving and after 30
years there has been a significant increase in those departing from the church. This can only
mean that as the years continue on, the number will continue to climb. In the research for this
study it was concluded that many youth pastors feel that their students do not completely feel
valued or that their students have a purpose in the church. Those who marked that their students
felt heard and valued were 50 out of 132 that answered the question (roughly 38%). After almost
eleven years of full-time ministry, the author of this project, has observed that students will not
buy in or commit to something where their voice is not heard or the feeling of being valued is not
present. The assumption can be made that there is possibly a correlation between the value to the
church that the students feel and their propensity to leave. This project will attempt to offer
several common areas of ministry that young people are getting involved with that could

11

Thom S. Rainer and Sam S. Rainer III, Essential Church: Reclaiming a Generation of Dropouts,
(Nashville, TN: B&H Publishing Group, 2008), 15.
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potentially help them find their value in the church and help retain their connection to the church
after graduating high school.

Statement of the Problem
The problem that the church is facing is that the church population of the Millennial
Generation and younger generations is dwindling. When one looks at the typical church it is not
hard to see why. Most churches do not offer what Millennials and Generation Z are looking for.
These generations are characterized by their need for relationships. These younger generations
are hands on, there is the desire to be doing ministry not just sitting on the sidelines waiting their
turn. In the book Essential Church, Thom and Sam Rainer say this about the younger generations
in our churches:
Young people in our churches are not content to be on the sidelines. They desire to be
involved in the ministries that reach out to the community and the world. They want to be
in churches that will take faith risks and get them involved in real life-changing
ministries. They are not loyal for the sake of the institution, but they are loyal to
institutions that are making a difference and institutions where they can make a
difference.12
Another reason this group may be leaving is because the church has raised them in a culture of
worship where people are segregated out because of their age. Although noble in its intentions to
provide age appropriate worship and allows parents to focus better in their services, the church
has segregated the younger generations out and therefore they do not know any different.
Students are attracted to what meets them where they are. Mark Cannister describes this concept
in Teenagers Matter. He says:
Many teenagers in the church rarely attend an intergenerational worship service, opting
instead for the homogenous youth worship program that has become a church of its own
within the church. In at least one instance, I have witnessed a church move Sunday
morning student ministry programs to the same hour that the contemporary worship
12

Thom S. Rainer and Sam S. Rainer III, Essential Church, 238.

4

service was being held in the sanctuary for logistical reasons. The result was that the vast
majority of teenagers no longer attend the church worship service, rejecting the earlier
traditional style service and choosing their youth program – consisting of worship,
teaching, and small groups – over the contemporary service in the sanctuary.
This phenomenon is nothing new to student ministry, as the seeds of this
separatist culture are planted early on in children’s ministry, as the seeds of decades past,
it was common for children to participate in the first part of a worship service, come
forward for a children’s sermon, and then leave for age-appropriate programs…Children
are provided with their own specialized programs that include worship, teaching, and
small groups. Parents drop their children off before the worship service and retrieve them
afterward, thus providing both adults and children with highly satisfying worship
experiences on Sunday morning, albeit in different locations.13
Perhaps, the church itself carries more responsibility in young people leaving after high school
than it would like to accept. However, churched young people may not leave the church and that
is very encouraging. Forty-two percent said that staying connected was because the purpose and
the work of the church was something worth getting behind.14 Another thirty-five percent said
that church activities are a big part of their lives.15 If the American churches do not step up and
figure out what is forcing young people out the door and how to get them back, the age of
congregations will continue to increase. It is a known fact that no one will live forever. As the
ages of congregations continue to increase it is unavoidable that members will begin to pass
away, and memberships will shrink. As membership shrinks, resources decline and as resources
decline pastors lose their jobs, bills go unpaid and eventually the church will have to close its
doors. If this happens to enough churches, eventually the Christian faith in America, will become
a figment of the past. There may still be a small remnant but for the majority, the church will
lose its influence in the United States. The exodus of the younger generations from the church
could be a symptom of something large or something small. From the research done, there is no

13
Mark Cannister, Teenagers Matter: Making Student Ministry a Priority in the Church, (Grand Rapids,
MI: Baker Academic, 2013), 115-116.
14

Thom S. Rainer and Sam S. Rainer III, Essential Church, 208.

15

Ibid, 209.
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silver bullet fix to halt the increase in the percentage of young people leaving. As previously
stated, the number of young people leaving in Lifeway’s last study was at 70%. That is only
leaving behind 30% of that age group to stay behind and learn how churches operate so that they
can carry on after the older members pass away or get to the point in life where they just cannot
do what they used to within the church. Churches, pastors, youth pastors, Sunday School
teachers, Awana leaders, etc. have to begin to help students find their place in the church and
help them feel like they are valued if they want the younger generations to carry the torch after
they are gone. This learning has to begin early, one cannot wait till a student’s senior year to all
of a sudden decide that they need to connect to a ministry. Could that happen? Absolutely.
However, it is the presupposition of this author that this learning needs to begin in middle school
and maybe even earlier so that these students are given ample time to learn and have hands on
experience. The church has to start developing its leaders if the church is going to be led in the
future.

Statement of Limitations
The goal of this thesis project is to discover several of the most common areas of ministry
within the church in which the church can begin to integrate young people into active ministry
roles. It is believed that by giving this generation ownership of areas of ministry now, they will
be more prone to stay connected to the church after graduating from high school. The idea of
keeping young people and students connected to the church after graduating should be clarified.
What is meant by this is that these young people stay involved in a local church after graduating.
Whether it is the church they were involved in when the graduated or one they got plugged into
afterwards, the point is that they are connecting to a local church body. This project is not

6

providing a new program that churches can implement that guarantees the younger generations
stay connected to the church post high school. Another thing this project will not do is research
and critique past attempts to keep Millennials and the generations to come connected to the
church. The common areas that are discovered through the research of this project should not be
assumed to be a sure-fire method of retention, due to every church operates with a different
demographic and in a different environment. As already stated the goal of this project is to
provide some insight into ways that churches are already trying to integrate younger generations
into the active ministries of the church. The term active ministry refers to larger roles like
helping lead worship, serving in the nursery, possibly even serving in the role of an assistant
deacon or worship leader. The roles that will not be looked at are roles that do not get young
people really involved (i.e. hand out bulletins or sweeping the gym). Although the more minor
roles are important, the Millennial Generation wants to make a difference and often the smaller
jobs do not really offer that opportunity. Another limitation of this project is that after viewing
the research there are many areas in which churches are trying to integrate students and this
project will only address the top five.

Theoretical Basis for the Project
The obvious basis for this project is that believers are called through the Great
Commission (Matthew 28:19-20) to be an active part of ministering and sharing the Gospel. In
looking at the church in Acts chapter two, there is a certain connection that gave the church such
a sense of community that they all were willing to sell off belongings to meet the needs of each
other.

7

The Barna Research group is one of the most quoted experts on the statistics of the
Millennial Generation and the church. Their findings for the church are disheartening. There is a
generation of young people who are raised in church and within a decade of graduating high
school they are no longer a part of the church. Their findings show that sixty percent are leaving.
The church is at a critical point where if the Millennial Generation is not reclaimed then local
churches are going to begin shutting down faster than they already are.
Throughout the Bible you see God using young people to carry out and play important
roles in His narrative. One characteristic of the younger generations is that they want to play a
bigger role. They do not like to be looked at as “the future church,” they want to be a part of the
church now. God is not turned off by young people. In fact, He used the youngest son of Jesse to
kill a giant; He used a teenage girl to carry the Savior into the world; and used a young boy to
help feed over 5000 people. What if God is waiting on young people so that he can really turn
them loose in the local church, to do greater things than have ever been done? It is time for the
church to stop telling students that they are the church of the future and allow them to be part of
the church today. If God used young people in his narrative, why should the local church be
holding them back? Excuses like the following are no longer acceptable:
•

“You are too young.”

•

“You are too immature.”

•

“You just do not understand how church works.”

•

“You are not committed enough to serve.”

•

“That is an adult job, you can hand out bulletins (or serve in other areas where the
amount of brain power to carry out a task is minimal).

8

The church is not a community of “adult believers,” it is the community of all believers,
regardless of age, gender, or nationality. It is the church’s job to help groom the younger
generation for ministry, but that cannot happen if the church only allows them to hang out in the
youth room.

Statement of Methodology
This project has been broken up into four chapters in an effort to understand the urgency
of retaining students and how churches are using young people to serve in larger ministry roles.
Larger ministry roles are defined as those roles that are typically held by adults and are outside
of the student ministry. Larger roles can also include things that are more important.
This chapter will discuss how the Millennial and younger generational presence in the
church has decreased significantly even though there has been a presence of this group in the
church in the past. There will also be discussion in this chapter about the research that has been
done for this thesis project and resources that have been used. It will provide biblical support
through the use of Scripture references to show that this topic is not something new. The
Millennial generation is the largest one so far and to have it drift away from the church leaves
little hope for the survival of the church for generations to come.
Chapter two will discuss the findings from the research to determine what five areas of
ministry seem to be the most popular for integrating younger people into active ministry roles.
The research has its foundations in books, articles, dissertations, and surveys all related to
integrating students into ministry. Through the investigation of applied research and surveys
completed by pastors and youth pastors of a minimum of twenty-five different churches, the
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author will provide several reoccurring ways that churches today are integrating young people
into active ministry roles within the local church.
Chapter three will take a look at the five areas of ministry and what effect it has on the
lives of young people that serve in those areas and how the young person serving affects that
particular ministry. Ideas will be shared for each area of ministry on ways that integration of
young people into an active serving role can take place. This chapter will also give a brief look at
two more areas that scored high in the survey for how students are serving in ministry. These are
included because the author felt that these were good options and did not want them to go
unmentioned.
The conclusion of the thesis will be in chapter four. In this chapter, a summary of the
thesis will be given along with some final practical ways to encourage and integrate Millennials
into active serving roles in the life and ministry of the local church.

Literature Review
For the purpose of this paper numerous books, articles, dissertations and other resources
were researched. To give a comprehensive summary of all of them would be tedious and tiring.
Therefore, only the ones that were the most influential to this project were chosen to be
summarized. The bibliography for this paper is by no means a comprehensive collection either.

Published Books
In Thom and Jess Rainer’s book The Millennials, the importance of relationships being a
motivating factor for reaching the Millennials is discussed. Thom and Jess also look into what
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the Millennial Generation looks like. Millennials learned the importance of relationships from
their parents and also see the world as a smaller place than older generations.16
Teenagers Matter by Mark Cannister focuses on making Student Ministry a priority in
the church. Cannister says that in predicting the future faithfulness of youth “the research
suggests that future faith commitments are highly correlated to past experiences. Strong faith
commitments, as well as declining ones, can be predicted based on the combination of multiple
factors.”17 He spends an entire chapter talking about how when teens matter their integration into
the church happens. “Churches that view teenagers as reservoirs understand that students have
much to contribute to the life of the church.”18
Alvin Reid’s book, Raising the Bar focuses on raising the expectations that the church
has for the younger generation. “We can raise the bar for this generation. But we can’t do it
unless we admit that the bar has been set too low, for a long time.”19 By challenging the
expectation of younger people and raising it, the younger generations may feel that it is worth
them investing their time into the life and ministry of the church.
Churches in general have developed silos of ministries that have segregated their
different age groups and have prevented them from working together as the body of Christ. In his
book Together, Jeff Baxter looks at an intergenerational approach to ministry within the church
and bringing alongside the younger generations in the church instead of leaving them on the
ministry sidelines. He says:
We’ve already discussed the overwhelming statistics that suggest we’re not attracting
adolescents to our local churches, and we’re not keeping them once they’ve arrived…The
16

Thom S. Rainer and Jess W. Rainer, The Millennials, Kindle edition, pg. 104 of 278.

17

Mark Cannister, Teenagers Matter, (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Academic, 2013), 64.

18

Cannister, Teenagers Matter,119.

19

Alvin Reid, Raising the Bar, (Grand Rapids, MI: Kregel Publications, 2004), 21.
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field of youth ministry exists because churches recognized that adolescence was a unique
phase of development (or at least they knew teenagers were different). With good
intentions and recognizing that teenagers needed special attention, church began
segregating teens to their own classroom away from the adults and the children, and they
hired individuals whose specific job was to spend time with teenagers. Before long, agespecific programming became the norm not just on Sunday mornings, but throughout the
life of the church. On the one hand, this makes sense – yet it has fueled a great deal of
dysfunction.20
Ministry By Teenagers: Developing Leaders From Within, by Jonathan McKee and
David R. Smith offers insight on why ministry by teenagers is important, how to develop those
leaders, how to keep ministry from getting stale, warnings behind student leadership and how to
put student leadership into motion. Their heart for teenagers, just like most youth pastors is “to
make an eternal impact in the lives of teenagers – not just break the record for most
marshmallows shoved into a kid’s mouth.”21 The appendix of the book offers a leadership retreat
model with sessions that adults, church leaders and pastors can use to train young people for
ministry.
In Four Views of Youth Ministry, there are four different models of ministry for young
people provided. Although all four are valid the most attention was given to the “Inclusive
Congregational Approach” because it lent itself more to the purpose of this thesis. The inclusive
congregational approach is defined, defended and it is reviewed in perspective of the other three
models with its chapter of the book.
Instead of looking at why young people are leaving the church, Dr. Steve Parr and Dr.
Tom Crites takes a different approach in their book Why They Stay to look at what keeps young
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people from walking away from the church. One student when asked about them staying
connected to the church, replied, “I serve on the finance team, play occasionally in the band, and
I am very involved in a small group that meets every Sunday morning.”22
Youth Ministry in the 21st Century is a book that takes the views of five different experts
in the area of youth ministry and looks at different philosophies of how to do ministry to
students. Greg Steir write on the “Gospel Advancing” view, which says that the goal of this view
is “not more evangelistic programs but nurturing teenagers to live and give the gospel in word
and deed in their spheres of influence. When reaching non-Christians with the gospel becomes a
primary passion of their hearts, transformation is triggered on a whole host of spiritual
development levels.”23 Brian Crosby writes on the “Reformed View” of youth ministry which
“affirms the distinctive theological doctrines as exposited by the Protestant Reformers and postReformers of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries…Then, as it (youth ministry) should be
now, parents (especially fathers) held primary responsibility in bringing their children ‘up in the
discipline and instruction of the Lord.” 24 Chap Clark writes from the viewpoint of a ministry that
focuses on including all generations in the family and ministry of the church and not segmenting
them out by age groups. This is called the “Adoption View.” The “Ecclesial View” written about
by Fernando Arzola sees youth ministry as a ministry that focuses on reclaiming the “nature and
authority of the church.”25 The last contributor, Ron Hunter, focuses on a “D6 View” of youth
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ministry. This is one that has the church and home linking arms to disciple young people. It
emphasizes the home as the spiritual hub of discipleship in a young person’s life and is founded
in Scripture using Deuteronomy 6:1-9. He calls this generational discipleship. Along with the
five views already mentioned each chapter allows for the other contributors to compare and
contrast their views with that of the view focused on in the chapter.
Mark Oestreicher wrote a book called Youth Ministry 3.0. This book proved to be an
effective resource for this dissertation in that it addresses how the landscape of youth ministry
has change since the end of World War II. Youth ministry 1.0 is dated post-World War II
through the 1960’s; Youth Ministry 2.0 covers the 1970’s through the end of the century and
Youth Ministry 3.0 is where youth ministry is heading in the future. The hard part about the
current culture of youth ministry is that there is “no one-size-fits-all youth culture anymore. That
did exist in the first two waves of youth culture…Today’s high schools (and middle school to a
lesser degree, as students are individuals and still trying on various identities) are a goulash of
subcultures.”26 The presence of so many different cultural avenues create a tough atmosphere to
navigate as far as youth ministry is concerned. Oestreicher says that Youth Ministry should be
characterized by Communion, Mission and it needs to be present and not driven.27 Teens need to
experience community where their lives cross paths with their peers. Young people need to be on
mission for God. These younger generations also need to be present “to the work of God in our
lives and in the world. Present to the moment, not just living for a day when we leave a horrible
world. Present to one another – to those experiencing communion with us, to those who aren’t
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(yet), and even to those who never will be in our community. Present to life in the way of
Jesus.”28
Dr. Kara Powell and her team at Fuller Youth Institute have coined a phrase called
“sticky faith.” It is the title of her book that she co-authored with Brad M. Griffin and Dr. Cheryl
A. Crawford. Sticky Faith (Youth Worker Edition), like most of the resources used for this work,
focuses on the epidemic of young people leaving the church. It looks at different factors that
directly affect one’s faith. Whether it is something personal like one’s identity, something
corporate like the church or family relationships, to culture factors. Their book helps the reader
understand and develop “both a theological/philosophical framework and practical programming
ideas to help develop long-term faith in teenagers.”29 Through the use of in depth research this
team has constructed a tool that, for the purposes of this thesis, can be used in helping understand
what helps teenagers stick with church post high school.

Scholarly Articles
Barna Group released an article called 5 Reasons Millennials Stay Connected to Church
which reports that 59% of young people leave the church following high school.30 The five
things that keep them connected are: meaningful relationships, teaching cultural discernment,
reverse mentoring, embrace the potency of vocational discipleship, and facilitating a connection
with Jesus.31 This article serves as a resource that focuses on how being mentored and how
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having strong relationships will help keep young people connected to the church following high
school graduation. Two other articles that were released by the Barna Group were used for this
paper include “The Priorities, Challenges, and Trends in Youth Ministry,” and
“Twentysomethings Struggle to Find Their Place in Christians Churches.” The article on
priorities and challenges speaks to why it is hard to get students involved in ministry roles. The
article on “Twentysomethings” looks at the spirituality of that age group.
In his article, “Candy Machine God, or, Going to Church Without Going to Church:
Millennials and the future of the Christian Faith,” Chad Lakies attempts to look at the
relationship between Millennials and the church. He begins by mentioning that he too is a
millennial and has worked with them for more than a decade.32 He references a quote from
David Kinnaman that says that Millennials are no longer in the church because the church failed
to make disciples.33 “This new faith saw God as distant but benevolent. Ultimately, God was
interested in helping humanity, but he was not busy interfering with things. God was understood
to be there when we needed Him, ready to help whenever we called upon him.”34 Their new goal
for faith was to be happy. Although that may seem like a superficial goal it is reiterated by Brian
Crosby in his book, Giving Up Gimmicks: Reclaiming Youth Ministry from an Entertaining
Culture. He states that “most polls today reveal that the number one goal in life among youth is
to be happy. Happiness, they believe, comes from pleasure, and pleasure from entertainment.
Youth pastors have picked up on this and have spent countless thousands creating an entertaining
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ministry.”35 This article gives insight on how to reconnect the Millennials with the Jesus of the
Bible and not one that has been formed to make everyone feel better about themselves. This can
serve as one step in reconnecting the Millennials to the church. This article is included in an
issue of Missio Apostolica: Journal of the Lutheran Society for Missiology. Also, in this journal
are articles titled: “Embracing Luther’s Theology of Tentatio as Key to Reaching the Millennial
Generation” and “The Church and the Culture of the Millennials- The Best or Worst of Times.”
Through the article on embracing Luther’s theology, Ryan Fouts speaks to the struggle that the
Millennial generation is having when “the church fails to resonate with their experience in the
world.”36 Armand J. Boehme’s article on the Millennial culture, takes a Lutheran perspective on
trying to figure out why Millennials are leaving the church.
Andrew Root in an article titled “Stop Worrying about the Millennials and Learn to Love
Them,” poses the question about millennial anxiety being the heart for millennials leaving or just
the fact that the church wants them to be members.37 He says that the best way to “engage
millennials is to stop wringing our hands over the millennial problem. Instead, we might seek the
Holy Spirit together with all generations, looking for concrete experiences of the presence and
absences of God in the lives of the young.”38
“Understanding the Millennial Generation” by Sharon DeVaney looks at the
characteristics of the Millennial generations. She shares insights into their demographics,
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strengths, attitudes and mindsets. Her purpose in supplying this information is so that a better
connection can be made between Millennials and organizations.

Theses and Dissertations
In Jolene Cassellius Erlacher’s thesis titled Millennials in Ministry: The experience,
values, and vision of rising church leaders, 39 Erlacher looks at the Millennial that is graduating
from a Christian university and taking on their first ministry position. This thesis focuses more so
on the Millennial in a career ministry position, opposed to lay involvement in the ministries of
the church. This resource does help give insight into how millennials approach ministerial roles.
In Rescuing the Millennials: Four Essential Lessons Learned and Eight Key Principles to
Reclaiming This Generation,40 Alethia Janise Simmons looks at the downward slope of the
attendance of Millennials in church and provides key principles to being able to bring that
generation back into a healthy relationship with the church. These principles include love,
humility, prayer, seeking the Lord, worship, repentance, fasting, and studying God’s Word.
A thesis titled Best Practices for Retaining Youth Group Students in the Local Church
Post-High School by Christopher Dale Dorch shines light on ways that youth pastors can keep
students involved with the local church after graduating high school. In his dissertation, Dorch,
provides several practices that can be implemented by youth ministries in the local church to
help with retention. Some of those ideas are: spending time with God, having accountability
partners that are peer but also having some that are intergenerational, having or participating in
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in-depth Bible study, being involved in the ministries and mission opportunities provided by that
local church, giving and stewardship, and Scripture memorization.41
Scriptural Basis
Why is it important that the younger generations stay connected to the local church? The
local church is the hub of Christian activity in a community. It is where people go to worship,
fellowship with likeminded believers, to learn about what God’s Word says and how to apply it
to their lives and also a place where God can be served through their talents and abilities. Even
Jesus’ closest followers we reprimanded by Him when children were kept away from Him.42
Jesus wanted the children to come to him, even if it was just to be prayed over. His powerful
words to the disciples about not hindering them can and should be echoed throughout churches
today. Is the current model of how churches are doing ministry to young people hindering them?
Is the church, whether intentionally or unintentionally, sidelining great players for the kingdom?
In Deuteronomy 6, there is the call of God on all His followers to instruct the young people in
the Shema so that it could be passed down to their children and their children’s children. So, to
quarantine Millennials and Generation Z and the generations to come into siloed ministries
where the feeling of being underappreciated or restricted in their ability to serve, is irresponsible
on the church’s part.
1st Samuel 1:28, “So now I give him to the LORD. For his whole life, he will be given
over to the LORD. And he worshiped the LORD there.” From the time that he was weaned
Samuel was dedicated to doing the Lord’s work. His mother left him with Eli to serve in the
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temple. It does not specifically say that Eli waited till Samuel was a man, but it is a safe
assumption that Samuel was highly involved in the ministry in the temple from an early/young
age.
1st Samuel 17:14-15, 45-47, “David was the youngest. The three oldest followed Saul, but
David went back and forth from Saul to tend his father’s sheep at Bethlehem… David said to the
Philistine, ‘You come against me with sword and spear and javelin, but I come against you in the
name of the LORD Almighty, the God of the armies of Israel, whom you have defied. This day
the LORD will deliver you into my hands, and I’ll strike you down and cut off your head. This
very day I will give the carcasses of the Philistine army to the birds and the wild animals, and the
whole world will know that there is a God in Israel. All those gathered here will know that it is
not by sword or spear that the LORD saves; for the battle is the LORD’s, and he will give all of
you into our hands.” David was the youngest son of Jesse. His older brothers were already out
fighting the Philistines. No one would step up to fight Goliath, except for Jesse’s baby boy. God
saw fit to use a young boy to conquer a giant and remove the threat from his people. Again, God
is using a young person in His great narrative.
Psalm 119:9, “How can a young man keep his way pure? By living according to your
word.” To keep young people from falling away from their faith it is important to keep them in
God’s Word. Being a part of the church community is a way that God’s Word is present in their
lives and will help in the development of their faith.
Proverbs 22:6, “Train a child in the way he should go, and when he is old he will not turn
from it.” This speaks to having young people connect to God early on in life so that they will
continue in that as they grow up
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Ecclesiastes 11:9-10, “Young people, enjoy your youth. Be happy while you are still
young. Do what you want to do and follow your heart's desire. But remember that God is going
to judge you for whatever you do. Don't let anything worry you or cause you pain. You aren't
going to be young very long.” This passage encourages young people to live life happy and to
the fullest, but to filter everything through the concept that God will judge them.
Jeremiah 1:7-9, “But the Lord said to me, “Do not say, ‘I am too young.’ You must go to
everyone I send you to and say whatever I command you. Do not be afraid of them, for I am with
you and will rescue you,” declares the Lord. Then the Lord reached out his hand and touched my
mouth and said to me, “I have put my words in your mouth.” Young people should never use
their age as an excuse to not be doing ministry or being committed to the local church.
Matthew 18:20, “For where two or three come together in my name, there I am with
them.” For the younger generations, that are having issues being a part of the church as it exists
today, it is possible that this passage could be used to help them form a church based on their
community with one another and Christ’s presence there.
Matthew 28:19-20, “Therefore go and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the
name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, and teaching them to obey everything I
have commanded you. And surely I am with you always, to the very end of the age.” This call to
go is meant for all believers regardless of age. Young people should be in the process of being
trained to go by others within the church. This training and sending gives them purpose and a
reason to stay connected to the church.
Luke 1:26-33, “In the sixth month the angel Gabriel was sent from God to a city of
Galilee named Nazareth, to a virgin betrothed to a man whose name was Joseph, of the house of
David. And the virgin’s name was Mary. And he came to her and said, “Greetings, O favored
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one, the Lord is with you!” But she was greatly troubled at the saying, and tried to discern what
sort of greeting this might be. And the angel said to her, “Do not be afraid, Mary, for you have
found favor with God. And behold, you will conceive in your womb and bear a son, and you
shall call his name Jesus. He will be great and will be called the Son of the Most High. And the
Lord God will give to him the throne of his father David, and he will reign over the house of
Jacob forever, and of his kingdom there will be no end." Mary is a prime example of how God
used a young person to carry out his mission to bring the Savior to earth. Mary’s willingness
should serve as an example for all young people.
John 6:5-11, “When Jesus looked up and saw a great crowd coming toward him, he said
to Philip, “Where shall we buy bread for these people to eat?” He asked this only to test him, for
he already had in mind what he was going to do. Philip answered him, “It would take more than
half a year’s wages to buy enough bread for each one to have a bite!” Another of his disciples,
Andrew, Simon Peter’s brother, spoke up, “Here is a boy with five small barley loaves and two
small fish, but how far will they go among so many?” Jesus said, “Have the people sit down.”
There was plenty of grass in that place, and the people sat down (about five thousand men were
there). Jesus then took the loaves, gave thanks, and distributed to those who were seated as much
as one could eat. He did the same with the fish. The young boy was allowed to serve by giving
what he had, and he got to be part of one of Jesus’ biggest miracles.
Acts 2:44-47, “All the believers were together and had everything in common. They sold
property and possessions to give to anyone who had need. Every day they continued to meet
together in the temple courts. They broke bread in their homes and ate together with glad and
sincere hearts, praising God and enjoying the favor of all the people. And the Lord added to their
number daily those who were being saved.” The feeling community that the church had at that
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time broke down walls and selfishness. When this happened, everyone was serving each other,
and those church members were willing to do whatever for each other.
Acts 20:35, “In everything I did, I showed you that by this kind of hard work we must
help the weak, remembering the words of the Lord Jesus himself said: ‘It is more blessed to give
than receive.” With the Millennial Generations’ and Generation Z’s desire to meet needs and
fight for just causes, this passage shows how Christians are called to do hard work to meet needs.
1st Timothy 1:1-2, “Paul, an apostle of Christ Jesus by the command of God our Savior
and of Christ Jesus our hope, to Timothy my true son in the faith: Grace, mercy and peace from
God the Father and Christ Jesus our Lord. This passage points to a mentor and mentee type
relationship that helps each other grow in their faith and continue to spread the message of
Christ.
1st Timothy 4:12, “Don’t let anyone look down on you because you are young, but set an
example for the believers in speech, in life, in love, in faith and in purity. This passage shows the
importance of young people not letting the older generations look down on them because of
young age. Instead young people are to be an example for all believers regardless of their age.
Hebrews 10:24-25, “And let us consider how we may spur one another on toward love
and good deeds, not giving up meeting together, as some are in the habit of doing, but
encouraging one another—and all the more as you see the Day approaching.” By staying
connected to the church and to each other, Christians and help support and encourage one
another in their faith walks.
In summary, the problem of Millennials and younger generations disconnecting from the
church is real and ever progressing. If the church does not address it now, then the future of the
church for future generations is bleak. However, there is hope. God has displayed throughout
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Scripture his love for the young ones, the children, and how these younger generations are an
active part of His plan to reconcile man to Himself and to help mankind be connected to the
Body of Christ, the local church. Through a thorough study of books, articles, dissertations and
surveys several areas have been found that allows for the Millennial Generation and Generation
Z to reconnect to the church body.
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CHAPTER 2
RESEARCHING STUDENTS SERVING IN MINISTRY
It is no secret that young people are drifting away from the church in droves after
graduating high school. Some of them are going off to college and may or may not be connecting
to a church there. Other young people are just not going anymore or not going near as often. “For
many teenagers today, the church is not just another place to receive biblical guidance and
instruction; it is the only place.”1 If the church is the only place that students are getting any kind
of biblical direction for their lives, then the last place that students need to be disconnecting from
is the church. That means the amount of biblical guidance and influencers goes from one source
to none. Lifeway research revealed the following reasons for the disconnect of students after
graduating high school:
•

Life change or life situations – 97%
o Examples:

•

▪

Wanted a break from church – 27%

▪

Moved to college and stopped attending church – 25%

▪

Work responsibilities interfered – 23%

Church or Pastor related reasons – 58%
o Examples:

•

▪

Church members seemed judgmental or hypocritical – 26%

▪

Didn’t feel connected to their church – 20%

Religious, ethical, or political beliefs – 52% 2

1
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These statistics provide some insight into some of the reason students are leaving the
church. It is difficult to predict which students will leave or which ones will dropout. “Among
101 church dropouts surveyed who planned to leave church after high school twenty-six told
someone about their desire to leave while seventy-four did not tell anyone.”3 That leaves the
other seventy-five that either did not tell anyone of a plan to drop out of church after high-school
or those that leave had not planned on disconnecting from the church after graduation and it just
happened. These individuals whether planned or not planned have left and it is imperative that
the church find a cure for the cause. The church cannot interfere and challenge or change every
member’s life in an effort for life situations to no longer be a cause for individuals leaving. But
of those leaving that say it was a pastoral issue or a shift in beliefs, there has to be something that
the church could have done to prevent these young people’s departures. Maybe the church had
little to no involvement in areas that meant something to those individuals. Maybe those
individuals did not feel accepted, valued or felt a part of their church family. Reasoning for the
shift in the way they view their pastor, church or beliefs can be endless. What is echoed though,
is that there was no longer a feeling of connection to that congregation.
Out of the same age group there are still those that chose to stay connected to the church.
It is a small 30% of the group and some insight as to why they chose to stay was given.4 Some
chose to stay because:

3

•

“church was a vital part of their relationship with God.” (65%)

•

“wanted the church to help guide their decisions in everyday life.” (58%)
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•

“felt that church was helping them become a better person.” (50%)

•

“they were committed to the purpose and work of the church.” (42%)

There is a positive trend that needs to be noted that was found within the Lifeway
research. Of the 70% that leave the church, about two-thirds do return at some point in some
format.5 Reasons for their return include: parents or family encouraged them to return (39%),
friends or acquaintances encouraged them to return (21%), some felt the desire to return (34%),
some felt God calling them to return (28%), others had children or got married and felt it was
time to start attending again (24%).6 “Thirty-four percent said that they had not returned by age
30.”7 Regardless of the age of return, there is a common theme of being led back. Something at
the church whether a relationship with family or friends pulled them back. There once again was
the feeling of being wanted, welcomed and probably even needed. It is interesting that there was
a group of twenty-four percent that felt the need to go back because they now had families. The
organization that once was not a fit, is now a place for families to be raised. In their defense a
different church was probably found. However, the value of their families being a part of the
local congregation is now an important motivation for going back to church. Looking at the
reasoning behind the returns, it can be inferred that some maturing had occurred on the end of
those that leave, to the point that in their older age, their understanding and discernment for the
need to be a part of the community of God has increased.
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Current Academic Research on Ministry to Students
The Barna Research Group, Lifeway’s Research Group and Pew Research are constantly
doing research on this topic. Barna’s two latest publications in response to Millennials and
ministry came out in 2014 and 2016. Its focus is on making space for the Millennials in the
context of the local church by providing them ministries that are appealing to them, along with
appealing ministry opportunities and leadership opportunities. In October of 2010, Lifeway’s
latest Research focuses on pastors’ concern for the Millennials’ commitment to their faith. Pew
Research’s latest endeavor for researching Millennials and their connectedness to church was
done in March of 2015. This studied looked at the increase in numbers of Millennials being
added to the “nones.” The group of “nones” are those people that label themselves as unaffiliated
with church or atheists or agnostics. Pew Research also did a survey in 2015 that focused on how
America’s religious involvement has been changing.
The 2014 Barna Report, Making Room for Millennials, is an effort to educate churches
and leadership on the makeup and potential to reach the Millennial generation. It looks at the
culture, what ministry looks like to Millennials, what they look for in leadership and what
facilities appeal to this generation. It may seem a little bit materialistic of this generation, but the
facility plays as much of a role in feeling connected to the church for Millennials as does
leadership and ministry. Seventy-eight percent of Millennials say that community would be the
best way to describe their vision of the ideal church.8 Even though, it may seem materialistic, it is
the belief of the author, as a Millennial himself, that if an individual of this generation does not
feel comfortable or as if they connect with the environment set forth in a facility, they will not
return. In this same report, it is stated that one-third (of those surveyed) see church as
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unimportant because it is not personally relevant to them. Another thirty-one percent find church
boring and twenty-percent feel like God is missing from the church.9 To engage the attention and
heart of the younger generations these types of statistics are going to have to shrink or go away
completely. No one likes to be a part of something that leaves them feeling empty. A question
and answer section with John Pattison, found within the Making Space for Millennials report,
Pattison says this:
Millennials want to be a part of something. They hear about a Jesus revolution, but what
they find in churches is something like a drive-thru faith, a Sunday morning pit stop you
make on the way to wherever you’re really going…When ‘McDonaldization’ replaced
faithfulness as the standard by which we evaluate life in our churches, it’s easy to justify
cookie-cutter approaches to disciple making. Ministries crunch out Christians notable not
for their authentic peculiarity but for their bland sameness. ‘Taste and see that the Lord is
good,’ says the psalmist. As we follow Jesus together, we experience in new ways the
complex palate of God’s goodness. Similarly, since the church is the Body of Christ, it is
partly through the church that the world tastes God. This is why we can’t sacrifice quality
over quantity…Whether or not they can be persuaded to darken the door of a church
building, my Millennial friends want to be a part of God’s reconciling mission. A
ministry’s perspective on this point – ‘is our goal to create passive consumers of religious
goods and services, or to empower co-participants in God’s reconciling mission?’ –
shapes how we reach Millennials.10

In that same Q&A, Pattison makes two profound statements about how to approach ministry
with the younger generations. When answering the question, “What are three to five tips or best
practices you could offer to churches or organizations that are considering how to minister to and
with Millennials?” he says this, “First, I would encourage churches and organizations to focus on
the ‘with’ part of this question. I think Millennials sense that they are seen as a prize to be won.
Instead, we need to recognize them for what they are: vital members of the Body whose voice
and vision are necessary to the healthy life of the church.”11 Secondly, he says that “churches
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should play together and that the Millennials – and our youngest kids, sometimes called
Generation Z – can remind us how it’s done.”12 Barna also has a report that focused on the
priorities, challenges and trends of youth ministry that released in 2016. It focuses on the priority
that is placed on youth ministry in the church, which revealed that 61% of senior pastors and
66% of youth ministry leaders say that youth ministry is a priority.13 In the survey for this
project, when asked what value having students serve in larger ministry roles within the church,
over eighty-five percent of those completing the survey said that having students serve in those
larger roles was of “high value.”

Figure 2.1 – Value Placed On Students Serving In Larger Roles By Percentage

With such a high value of importance for students to be serving in larger roles, the question
arises, “If it is such of high importance, then why are students not being used in those larger
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roles?” If churches do not value the use of young people serving in the church, then they are
communicating to those younger generations that their help is not wanted. When a student gets
that feeling it is much easier for them to walk away from something and never look back. Here
though it seems that the vast majority feel that students serving is important. In another question
in the survey for this thesis project, it was asked if they thought the church would approve of
young people serving. Out of 131 responses, ninety-nine were yes (75.5%), thirteen were no
(9.9%), fifteen said it depends on circumstances (11.4%), and four were not sure (3%). That
means that of the 131 churches represented over seventy-five percent say that their church would
approve of young people serving in larger church roles. If this statistic is accurate, then why are
there not more young people serving? One response said this about his church’s willingness:
Absolutely. Church history informs us that many of the apostles were very young. Many
of the great heroes of Scripture were under 20. There is a passion and vitality students
bring to the church that older people ought to foster and encourage rather than get
annoyed at. It has been a long process trying to get adults to recognize students as vital
members of the body. It has been cool to see people embrace it.
Changing people’s minds about how things are done, particularly in a church, can be a tedious
process. However, the benefits far outweigh the cost. One of the “no” responses said that it was
because of “consistency and that they want students that are involved to be leaders. However, I
don’t know that it is the most appropriate action. I believe that students have a large role to play
in ministry.” When looking at why people said it depends, most of them referenced the abilities
and maturity of certain students and also said that it depended on the roles that students were
serving in. It is a realistic expectation, that if you have a student serving in an important position
in the church that they be somewhat mature, reliable, and want to serve. It is up to the rest of the
church body to help them develop and have experiences serving. Encouragement can be found in
the fact that the vast majority of the responses felt that their churches would approve. Sometimes
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it is the faulty assumption that the church would not approve that hinders leaders from
encouraging young people to serve or maybe even the young people share that same assumption,
so they just never ask.
From the responses of the survey, the idea can be entertained that seeing students serve
and having them serve brings a certain element of life to the body. It brings fresh ideas and
perspectives to how ministry can be done. It extends the influence of older generations by
passing down lessons and insight to younger generations who will then pass that on. A strong
insight from one response said that their church “is solidly behind mentoring students in all areas
of ministry. They aren’t the church of tomorrow, they are the church of today. I have a close
working relationship with the children’s pastor to start raising up and instilling leadership
qualities in our students from day one!” Another response said, “Yes. Because they have to
grow. If you plant a seed in a small pot and never move it into a bigger pot, it becomes root
bound and often dies. We look at it so often and say, ‘well…I watered it, I fertilized it, I gave it
what it needed; but it still died.’ Never seeing that we did take care of it while it was sprouting
but never giving it room to grow.” The plant example is a great mental image of “root bounding”
our young people in age-specific ministries and never allowing them to grow by integrating them
into the larger functions of the church. To give life there has to be room to grow. According to
over seventy-five percent of the responses, young people across the United States are being
given the opportunity and room to grow.
When asked what percentage of students served in any role, about thirty-five and a half
percent answered that they had fifty percent or more of their students actively serving in any
role. That means that about sixty-five percent have less than half of their students involved in the
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ministry of their local church on any level. Only slightly over fifteen percent had seventy percent
or more serving.

Figure 2.2 – Percentage of Students Serving in Any Role

Challenges for students serving in larger roles in the church include the busyness of students,
lack of interest from parents, family breakdowns, lack of adult volunteers, lack of interest among
youth, lack of youth tacking leadership roles, and lack of financial resources.14 The conclusion of
“The Priorities, Challenges, and Trends in Youth Ministry,” study said that promoting deeper
involvement and commitment may help stem the losses the church is facing.15
In another Barna article from 2013, they look at five reasons that Millennials stay
connected to the church. Those five reasons are:
1. Fifty-nine percent said that they had a meaningful friendship within the church.16
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2. Forty-six percent said that church had helped them learn and understand “how
Christians can positively contribute to society.”17
3. Those who were able to discover “a sense of mission” were more likely to stay
connected. These individuals were able to go on a mission trip, serve the poor, and/or
find an issue or cause at the church that motivated them.18
4. “Millennials who have remained active are three times more likely than dropouts to
say they learned to view their gifts and passions as a part of God’s calling (45%
versus 17%).”19
5. “Church communities can help Millennials generate a lasting faith by facilitating a
deeper sense of intimacy with God.”20
Lifeway’s latest report emphasizes that protestant pastors today have a great concern
when it comes to the commitment to faith that the emerging generation of young adults have.21
Out of 65% that are concerned about the state of the Millennial generation’s faith, a November
2009 study by Lifeway shows that less than half of those say their churches have an intentional
strategy for reaching that group.22 Numerically, the Millennial generation is the largest in
American history.23 It is up to churches to find ways to connect to this generation so they do not
lose them. Also, in this study, it is revealed that 68% are responsive to in-depth Bible teaching.24
Many people see Millennials and the younger generations as not taking biblical teachings
seriously. The research of this study says that they are responsive to “in-depth Bible teaching.”
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In the book, Already Gone, it is said that these younger generations are being lost in elementary
through high school and that they are not being lost to college.25 They relate this early loss to
failure of the Sunday School department. They say, “The brutal conclusion is that, on the whole,
the Sunday School programs of today are statistical failures.”26 This is because most of what is
being taught in Sunday School is just taught at an inspirational or moral level.27 If young people
are going to grow and develop is has to go different than the idea that what is being taught will
help you be a better person. If they want in depth teaching, then suggestions on behavior
modification are not going to work. They need to know why they believe and how to actively
live out the why not just the how.
Pew Research Group’s latest investigations between the Millennial generation and church
looks more at the ever-changing landscape of religion in America. This change can include the
rise in population of different nationality and religious groups, decline of Christian religious
groups and the rise of those that consider themselves unaffiliated. The main purposes of this
study are: “(1) to provide a detailed account of the size of the religious groups that populate the
U.S. landscape; (2) to describe the demographic characteristics, religious beliefs and practices,
and social and political values of those religious groups; and (3) to document how the religious
profile of the U.S. has change since the first study was conducted in 2007. With more than
35,000 interviews each, both the 2007 and 2014 studies have margins of error of less than one
percentage point, making it possible to identify even relatively small changes in religious groups
of the U.S. population.”28 The 2007 study showed that those Millennials that attended church or
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religious services on weekly basis were only eighteen percent.29 Even though the Millennial
generation is so large, it does not mean that there are more of them attending church. The
younger generations want to learn more about the Bible. According to this study these younger
individuals have a desire to grow spiritually. It is up to the church to meet that need and then
maybe they would not be “too spiritually immature.”
Along with these nationally recognized research groups looking into the issue of young
people leaving the church, there were three doctoral projects that were also used. One by Jolene
Cassellius Erlacher that focused on Millennials actually serving in ministry positions (i.e. pastor,
youth pastor, etc.). In it she looked at “themes that emerged as important in the experience of
participants” which included, “a sense of calling, relationships with other leaders and colleagues,
effectiveness in their role. And feeling meaning and fulfillment in their work.”30 Another project
focused on figuring out ways that the church can reconnect with the Millennial generation. In
this project, Alethia J. Simmons shares eight keys to helping restore this generation. Her keys
are: love, humility, prayer, seeking the Lord, worship, repentance, fasting, and studying the
Bible. It is through her project that she looks at this generation as a “prodigal son.” Christopher
Dale Dortch also did a study and it tends to echo the heart of this thesis project. His study was
looking at the best practices to implement in the local church to retain youth group students. His
findings show that there are five “HABITS” that are useful. Those habits are: hanging out with
God, accountability with peers and inter-generational relationships, Bible study, involvement
with the church body through both ministry and missions, tithing/stewardship, and Scripture
Pew Research Group, “America’s Changing Religious Landscape,”
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memorization.31 These three works although different in nature all helped reinforce information
found in why students are leaving, what they are looking for, and ways that the church can keep
them connected.

Research Conducted for This Thesis
The evidence is there to show that there is research out there that describes the current
condition of the Millennial Generation’s and younger generations’ relationship with the local
church. These studies give great insight into the statistical information and breakdown of how
life, culture, environments and like influences help the younger generations make the call to walk
away from the local church. This project stems from a desire to understand what avenues of
ministry within the local church context students in grades six through twelve are being allowed
to serve in and whether or not their serving helps them stay connected to church post graduating
high school. Hopefully if students can develop a connection or find value in being a part of the
local church prior to graduating, the disconnect from church could decrease.
The author of this project has been in full-time student ministry for almost twelve years
and is always looking for ways to make his student ministry more complete and more effective.
For him the value and influence that students should or can have in the church is invaluable. The
term adolescence is not something that existed in ancient Bible times. In those days when a
young man became approximately twelve to fourteen years old, he was able to get married and
have a family. That is the official age of middle-schoolers, who today tend to get stereotyped as
the most immature of all boys. There has been a shift over the years that has looked at younger
generations as less mature, less responsible and not able to function as an adult. The argument
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here is not that those younger individuals can or cannot function as adults, what is being said
though is that at one point the age phase of adolescence did not even exist. At some point in time
the bar of expectation was lowered, and the generations responded by living up to the
expectations. Perhaps now those younger generations want the bar of expectation raised. Those
individuals in the Millennial generation and after are looking to add something of value to
whatever they are involved in. If they cannot add value, they do not buy into it. With that in mind
the author wishes to gain insight into ways that his students can add to and bring value to
different ministry areas that operate within the context of the local church.
In an attempt to gain a diversified collection of data, the survey used in this project was
administered through Facebook posts on youth ministry networking pages for Youthmin.org:
Everyday Youth Pastors, Youth Pastors Central, Youth Pastors Only and Youth Ministry Round
Table. Collectively these groups have almost 28,000 members.32 These members come from
diversified denominations, backgrounds and geographical locations. The unifying characteristic
of these groups is that they minister to a younger generation of students. These student groups
are typically made up of students in grades six through twelve, although some geographic
regions have middle school starting at seventh grade instead of sixth. The individuals surveyed
work with students on at least a once a week basis helping them grow in their faith and become
well-rounded contributors to the local church body. Though valiant efforts are made week in and
week out and some of these ministers often care for their students as if they were their own
children, there are still those that will drift away from the church. The survey responses that were
gathered echo the heartbeat for young people to be a part of the local church. Some of these
ministers may be full-time paid, part-time paid or even volunteer servants within their local
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congregation. No effort was made to figure out if the youth workers answering the survey were
paid or volunteers seeing that it does not help or hinder the outcomes found in this project.
One area of diversity that was desired was that of a variety of denominations present in
the survey results. This study seeks to help all that are involved in student ministry, not just those
with a background founded in a certain denominational way of thinking. Overall, there were
nineteen different denominations represented. This includes counting “Non-denominational” as
its own denomination. Within the group labeled “Other,” there were thirteen denominations
mentioned. As is seen in Figure 2.3, one will see that the largest denomination represented in the
survey was Baptist (38.17%), the second leading contributor was Non-Denominational (28.24%)
and the third largest section was labeled Other (22.9%). The other category consisted of the
following denominations: Assembly of God, Presbyterian, Nazarene, Christian Missionary
Alliance, Evangelical Free, Disciples of Christ, Church of God, Pentecostal, Congregational
Churches, Christ Reformed, Free Will Baptist, Church of Christ, and Four-Square Gospel
churches.
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Figure 2.3 – Percentage of Those Surveyed According to Denomination

The advantage to having a diverse group from different denomination is that the common
ways that students are being integrated into larger church roles is not limited to who can use
them. This allows for the common areas to possibly be implemented in any church of any
denomination. It also shows that there is collectively across denominational lines a heart beat for
the younger generations in the local church to be an active part of larger church ministry and not
siloed out to age specific groups. The mission of the church is not to be an active group of what
society would label responsible adults. The concept is that all members, which all have a
specified role in the function of the church, are being used to carry out the mission of the local
church in its community. Telling younger members of our church that they cannot be used or that
they cannot serve until they are “ready” is like telling an arm that it cannot function appropriately
until its muscles and all working parts have matured to their precise specifications. If you do not
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exercise the arm, the muscle tissues atrophy, and the arm can no longer be used effectively if at
all. Is this what the church is doing to its younger members? Is the church allowing them to sit
and atrophy instead of working with them and helping them develop so that they can function
within the church body appropriately and effectively for the Kingdom of God? This collective
group of churches and denominations, those that have completed the survey used in this thesis
project, are showing that they are trying to help young people mature and grow in their faith and
abilities to serve so that they can be effective members of the church body.
A total of 146 responses from youth pastors across the United States and one from
Canada, a total of 147, were collected for this survey. The majority of the responses, 40.91%,
came from youth pastors in the Southeast part of the United States. The reasoning that location
was even mentioned in the survey is to see if there were any geographical trends that arose from
those completing the survey. It was anticipated that the southeast portion of the United States
would be the location with the highest representation. This area is often referred to as the “Bible
Belt” and with that, it is presupposed that they would be doing more to integrate young people
into the ministry roles of the church. This question was also asked for the simple point of looking
to see what kind of diversity could be attained from a geographical perspective. Seeing that all
areas of the United States and even one response from Canada are represented in the results it
can be said that the issue of young people leaving the church and the heart for them to be
involved in larger church roles is not contained just to the southeast portion of the United States
and that is on the hearts of pastors and youth pastors on a larger global perspective.
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Figure 2.4 – Geographic Location For Those Completing the Survey By Percentages

The original plan of the survey was to have youth pastors and senior pastors from the
same church fill out the survey to gain insight on the different views that the different roles have
on having students serve in ministries not connected specifically to the student ministry. The
survey was administered through social media avenues geared towards student ministry pastors.
A chance was taken that only student pastors would complete the survey. Each student pastor
completing the survey was encouraged to then forward the survey on to their senior pastor.
Whether that happened it is uncertain. What can be derived from the results of those completing
the survey is that hardly any (5.3%) senior pastors completed the survey. This raises a few
questions: (1) Was the survey forwarded on to the senior pastor? (2) Was it just that the senior
pastor did not care to complete the survey? (3) Why would they not complete the survey? After
about six weeks of promoting the survey only three senior pastors had completed it. This forced
a change in the focus of the survey and transitioned the focus from a comparison between views
of pastors and student pastors to a focus that just considered the personal perspectives of those
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filling out the survey. Figure 3.1 shows the correlation of senior pastors to youth pastors that
completed the survey. This survey was open to both men and women serving in ministry. To see
what roles those who classified themselves “Other” are serving in, those responses are found in
the complete survey results in Appendix B.

Figure 2.5 – Ministry Roles of Those Responding To The Survey By Percentages

The only issue that arose from the survey was there were several who either began the survey
and did not answer the questions or had no intention of answering the questions. Because of this,
there were surveys that were not answered at all. Those numbers are still represented; however,
their lack of answers does not skew the findings and percentages that are represented in this
study. To view the complete answers to the survey and see how many answered or skipped each
question you can refer to Appendix B at the end of this project. Although the original plan for the
study fell through, what developed from that is just as effective of a resource for church and for
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student ministries operating in the context of the local church. The results that were gathered
were the same, it just lacks a small ability to compare perspectives of youth pastors and senior
pastors.
Any church pastor, student minister, or volunteer can pick up the results of this survey
and find some way to integrate young people into larger roles with in their church. The focus for
churches has to become that of developing, teaching, training, and mentoring young people into
these large church roles so that one day when students are more responsible and more mature
(this time frame is different for each individual), the baton can be handed over for them to do the
same thing for the generations following them. It is not about age anymore, it has to be about
growing and maturing in one’s faith and ability to serve if the church is going to close the
proverbial back door that young people keep walking out of.
In the pages to follow a partial analysis of the findings from those surveyed will be
shared. It is not the aim of the project to articulate every percentage or every word of the survey
into an over developed regurgitation of the results. The aim in the following chapter is to offer
those involved in working with students some common options for integrating younger
generations into the larger mission and ministries of the local church. Ideas like having students
serve in worship bands or praise teams will be mentioned. It is the belief of the author of this
project that if students are serving using their talents, then their needs for feeling valuable and an
important part of the church community can be met. Although not proven, it seems that if a
young person can feel committed to and connected to the church body then they will be less
likely to disconnect after graduating high school. David Kinnaman says this, “The church in the
West is struggling to connect with the next generation. We are dealing with the immense
technological, spiritual, and social changes that define our times – the changing nature of access,
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new questions about authority, and increasing relational and institutional alienation. We are
learning how to pass on a faith worth claiming in a new context.”33 Paul says in 1st Corinthians
9:22, “…I have become all things to all people so that by all possible means I might same some.”
There are generations out there that are leaving the church in droves and some will return but
most of them will not. It is up to the church to learn not just how to become all things to all
people, but to allow those people to start using their means to hopefully win some. Young people
are wired for instant gratification. If the church continues to set them on the sideline and only
allow them in the game when an adult cannot serve or until age appropriate to serve, these
students will just keep leaving the game. In the pages to come new, or maybe not so new, ways
for those younger generations to get in the game will be discussed. Hopefully through the
implementation of some of these ideas, more young people will find their value and place in the
local church and their propensity to leave after high school will go away. This next generation,
although it can seem a bit trivial, needs to have certain needs met if the church is going to expect
them to hang around after high school. Young people need that feeling of acceptance,
community, value and need to sense that their efforts are making a difference. If the church never
gives them the opportunity to experience this through serving in more important church roles,
then the exodus of young people from local churches will continue. The scarier part is that their
perspective of church will be passed down to someone at some point in time and that viewpoint
of the church could become someone else’s as well.
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CHAPTER 3
HOW STUDENTS ARE BEING USED FOR LARGER CHURCH MINISTRY ROLES
“If anyone serves me, he must follow me; and where I am, there will my servant be also. If
anyone serves me the Father will honor him.”
(John 12:26 – ESV)
Throughout all of the Bible, God’s people are being used to accomplish God’s will for
mankind. Whether it is to put a people group in their rightful place like David did with Goliath
and the Palestinians or whether it is serving in the Temple or meeting the needs of others; it was
all an effort for God to show people His love for them and to reconcile a relationship with them.
To be able to do these things each person had to be given a gift or talent that can be used. People
have to find that gift, understand how to use it and then use it for God’s glory. Ephesians 4:11-12
and 15-16 (ESV) says this,
“And He gave the apostles, the prophets, the evangelists, the shepherds and teachers, to
equip the saints for the work of ministry, for building up the body of Christ…Rather,
speaking the truth in love, we are to grow up in every way into him who is the head, into
Christ, from whom the whole body, joined and held together by every joint with which it
is equipped, when each part is working properly, makes the body grow so that it builds
itself up in love.”
Similarly, 1st Corinthians 12:4-5 (ESV) says, “Now there are a variety of gifts, but the same
Spirit, and where there are varieties of service, but the same Lord; and there are varieties of
activities, but it is the same God who empowers them all to everyone. To each is given the
manifestation of the Spirit for the common good.” All believers have individual talents and gifts
that are given to them from God that are to be used to accomplish his goal for His creation. Some
people are called to be preachers and teachers while others are called to be Nursery workers or
serve on a committee that takes care of the building and grounds for their local church.
Regardless the task, all believers are called to serve according to their abilities. Often though
some believers are over looked because of their age. These gifts and abilities are not reserved
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though for grownups only. These opportunities do not come with child warning labels on them.
Some young people begin helping mow yards by the age of seven or eight years old. Those same
young people, who have a heart to serve, could be allowed to help mow the yard at the church?
There was one church who had a nine-year-old drummer for one of their worship teams. In that
same team there were teenagers who played other instruments and also grown adults, one of
which was an 85-year-old bass player. Together, regardless of age, these worship team members
helped usher a group of believers into worship through music. If the church is going to continue
to grow and attract all age groups, it has to give them opportunities to serve instead of
opportunities to just sit there and be quiet. Over the years some roles in church have been
reserved for only adults. In this section the phrase “larger church roles” will be used to describe
those roles within the church. This is not to be mistaken as roles only found in larger churches.
By not allowing young people to serve, the church is telling them that young people are not
responsible enough, mature enough or valuable enough to contribute to God’s mission. To
communicate to a child or a teenager that message, is like opening the door and saying, “when
you are old enough to make your own choice, you can go ahead and leave.” That can seem like a
sharp indictment, but in all honesty, how many people want to be connected or hang around a
place that communicates a lack of value? This leads to the premise of this entire project: How
can the church integrate young people into larger roles in the church to show them that their
skills are valued and useful, that their voice matters, and that they are an active and contributing
part of the community of Christ?
Through the findings of the survey conducted for this thesis project, many different areas
surfaced where students are being integrated into different areas of ministry outside of just
serving within a youth ministry context. The most popular areas according to the survey were:
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Worship/Music Teams, Audio Visual/Technology/Lighting Teams, Children’s Ministry
Volunteers/Leaders, Welcoming Teams, and Ushers/Taking up the Offering. Two other areas
that are worth mentioning are Mission Teams (6th most popular within the survey) and
Deacons/Junior Deacons (Only 3 mentions of this area). The area of Deacons/Junior Deacons is
worth mentioning because one can see the value of mentoring young people to prepare them to
take on that role later in life. The feeling of being needed or to be a part of something larger
tends to be a descriptor of the younger generations. Showing students their value and that their
presence has meaning and purpose. This lets them know that their role is an active and important
part of the body of Christ. Through allowing the younger generations to either be mentored or
take on leadership roles helps them see their value. This fulfills the desire to be wanted and a part
of something bigger than just their age-related ministry. There are times when a student may not
be spiritually mature enough to handle the responsibility of being a leader. This is where a
mentor type relationship is needed to help them mature and cultivate the skills necessary to lead.
Other students may be mature enough to handle the responsibilities. Either way, by serving in
larger church roles students can see that their value is rising, and this helps connect them to the
church. Before talking about the areas of serving there needs to be a look taken at how the
students feel the church values them and if serving will even help them stay connected.
“Teenagers are craving relationships with people who are all-in with them – who are
pursuers by their very nature. They are drawn to people who will enter into their world like
missionaries, not people who offer relationships only inside their own comfort zone.”1 Teenagers
want people who meet them in their own environments. By meeting them there, teens begin to
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feel valued and like people care. According to the survey for this dissertation, not all students
feel important and that their voice matters in the context of the local church.

Do Students Feel Important and That Their
Voices are Heard

4%
28%

38%

Yes
No

30%

Sort Of

Don't Know
Figure 3.1 – Do Students Feel Important and that They Have a Voice By Percentages

Will having students/young people serve in larger church ministry roles actually help
students stay connected? If so, how? To gather insight to this question, question ten of the survey
asked this: In your ministerial opinion, do you see how having students serve in larger roles can
help them stay connected to church post high school graduation and why? The qualitative data
for comparing responses of “yes,” “no,” “yes and no,” “possibly,” and responses that were too
vague to interpret can be seen in Figure 3.2.
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Does Serving In Larger Church Roles Help Keep
Students Connected After Graduating
High School
90.00%
80.00%
70.00%
60.00%
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40.00%
30.00%
20.00%
10.00%
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Figure 3.2 – Does Serving in Larger Church Roles Keep Students Connected after High
School Graduation by Percentages

This question also served as an opportunity for those serving in ministry roles to the
younger generation to speak and have their voices heard. Question fifteen also does this but those
responses will be used later on in this project. The research that has been done in the past and
even the statistical information found in the survey for this thesis project are both very important.
The specific words of those who are actively serving the younger generations in the church are
just as important as those of scholars before. When reading through the survey results man
different words/phrases arose that those surveyed used to help better articulate why having
students/young people serve in larger roles help them stay connected to the local church after
graduating high school. The top twelve words or phrases that were continually used were (Not in
any sequential order):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Plugged In/Connected/Engage Growing/Maturing In Their Faith
Buy In/Ownership
Sense of Community
Sense of Being A Part of Something Bigger
Builds Relationships
Young People Get to Use Their Passions and Gifts
Communicates that Young People are a Part of the Church
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•
•
•
•

Gives Them Purpose
Students Feel Valued/Important/Needed
Connects Them to Older Adults in the Church
Gives Them a Sense of Belonging
(The full results to this question can be found in Appendix B.)
The five common areas where students are serving in ministry that were discovered from

the survey are: Worship Team, Welcome Team, Audio Visual Team, Children’s Ministry, and
Ushering. Each area will be discussed separately detailing out what the area is, how students are
serving in it, and why it can help keep students connected. This is to serve not as a cure-all for
every church, but as a resource to help promote ideas on how churches can integrate young
people into their regular church activities, not just those that are specific to their age group. The
aim is not to discredit age specific ministries within the church because those also serve a
purpose and function that is integral to the growth and discipleship of each person. For example,
it is one thing for a tenth grader to be able to lead the prayer time in his high-school Sunday
School class. If that same student can lead prayer during a worship service, that is not “Youth
Sunday,” on a regular basis, which do you think is going to give them more of a feeling of being
valued. It is the same opportunity, but the audience is different. Instead of being in front of just
his peers, the leadership of the church has trusted them to lead the entire congregation to the feet
of God through prayer. The information that follows contains five specific areas of ministry that
young people are being integrated into. These areas were gathered from surveying youth pastors,
pastors, etc. from across the United States and one from Canada. The areas that are listed are not
the complete findings but are the ones that were mentioned more often.
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Areas Where Students Are Serving
60.00%
50.00%
40.00%
30.00%
20.00%
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Figure 3.3 – Areas Where Students Are Serving By Percentage

Worship
And let us consider how we may spur one another on toward love and good deeds, not giving up
meeting together, as some are in the habit of doing, but encouraging one another—and all the
more as you see the Day approaching.
Hebrews10:24-25, NIV
“Next to the Word of God, music deserves the highest praise. The gift of language combined with
the gift of song was given to man that he should proclaim the Word of God through music.”
Martin Luther
The first and most common area that churches are plugging students into is worship. For
the sake of confusion, worship here refers to being on a Worship or Music Team, being in an
orchestra, choir, praise team or praise band. “A congregation’s willingness to be relevant to the
youths during worship services may have more far-reaching consequences than any other mode
of ministry.”2 Sometimes those connected to the church hear the term worship and assume that it
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is only the music or the worship teams that are involved. However, worship is larger than that
and can include other aspects like ushers, preaching, praying, Scripture reading, etc. Good and
bad consequences can come when it comes to involving students in the worship service. Good if
it connects them to the worship service or it may let younger people feel more comfortable in the
service to see someone like them leading. Bad consequences can come if the student does not
take the position seriously or older members of the congregations can be loud and vocal about
not thinking young people serving is a good idea. These bad consequences could force either or
both age groups to leave the church. Jim Burns says that “one of the most exciting trends in
youth ministry today is the desire to worship and a hunger on the part of young people for
worship. In fact, there is a worldwide wave of the Holy Spirit that is moving and breaking into
the lives and hearts of students. Like never before, they desire to connect with the living God
through passionate and intimate worship experiences.”3 Of the 147 completed surveys, fifty-three
percent mentioned worship as one of the ways that those churches have students serve in
ministries that are not directly related to their age. “Worship fulfills a major need of adolescents;
it gives them a corporate identity. Worship provides a sense of family within the church. It helps
students move their focus from themselves, giving them a sense of greater community that is
responding to the love of God.”4 Worship comes in many different forms and is useful for a
number of different purposes. The key reason for worship is for a believer to connect with God
and give back to God the honor and praise that He is due. In Celebration of Discipline, Richard
Foster quotes William Temple as saying, “To worship is to quicken the conscience by the
holiness of God, to feed the mind with the truth of God, to purge the imagination by the beauty
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of God, to open the heart to the love of God, to devote the will to the purpose of God.”5 Worship,
draws the worshipper in and connects them with God in such a way that God and the worshiper
intersect. This means that their paths cross in such a way that the worship is directed to God and
the worshipper experiences the wonder and awesomeness of God. God is the object of the
believer’s worship, but neither the worshipper, nor the church body is left out of the equation.
Worship is also important for the church body, the community of believers. It is during these
worship gatherings that Hebrews 10 says, we may spur on and encourage one another. Teaching
the younger generations, the reasons why we worship, the ways we worship and allowing them
to be a part of worship allows them to not only connect with God through worship on a deeper
level but join in with the community of believers in worship and sharing in those times of
encouragement and being in the presence of God together.
According to the research, students are being used in many different facets as a part of
the worship time for the church congregation. It is not uncommon to see young people serving in
a worship capacity within the youth or children’s ministry of a church. When it comes to the
corporate worship of the church, that time seems to be a little more sacred. As already
established the level of trust that older congregation members have for the younger generations is
not very high. The tendency for young people to be irresponsible, not take things seriously and
their lack of commitment have helped to lower their stock when it comes to reliability. To entrust
them with responsibility in a church’s big weekly service can speak volumes to a young person
who desires to serve. By encouraging their involvement, students could experience that feeling
of being needed, valued, or belonging which can increase their chances of getting connected and
staying connected. In giving an example of how serving in worship can impact a young person,
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Doug Fields says this, “If Josh isn’t a Christian, we have confidence that he will meet Christ
while he is rehearsing and playing in the band. For example, the band ministry leader starts every
rehearsal with a short devotion and a prayer. Josh will hear more about Christ by playing in the
band and hanging out with other band students than he will if he simply attends and leaves a
crowd program.”6
Students are gifted just as much as adults are. There is not an exception to the rule when
Paul says in 1st Corinthians 12:4-6, “Now there are varieties of gifts, but the same Spirit; and
there are varieties of service, but the same Lord; and there are varieties of activities, but it is the
same God who empowers them all in everyone. To each is given the manifestation of the Spirit
for the common good.” Every believe has the indwelling of the Holy Spirit and therefore has
gifts that are to be used for the common good. That common good could take place in the streets
ministering to homeless people or in the sanctuary on Sunday morning leading the congregation
in worship. Students can be seen playing their instruments in a praise band or an orchestra.
Churches that offer both a contemporary service and a traditional service can offer any musician
an avenue for which to use their talents. Young people can also be seen singing in a choir or a
praise team. Scripture is decorated with passages that talk about the importance of music in
worship. Psalm 98:4 says, “Make a joyful noise to the Lord, all the earth; break forth into joyous
song and sing praises!” Some students can be incredibly shy and afraid to stand in front of
people and speak. Some though, when given an opportunity to sing, go into a different mindset
and can stand up in front of any size crowd. Whether young people are as well versed and
talented as David Crowder or Natalie Grant or whether those same people sound terrible, the
heart is what matters in this scenario. If a student has a heart to serve the church should not be
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the speed bump in the road that keeps them from using the gifts and passions that God has given
them.
Another way to integrate students into the corporate worship service is to have them pray.
Part of worshiping is communicating with God. With some mentoring and guidance, it would be
an easy task to get a student to say one of the prayers that are usually done during a typical
Sunday service. In Timeless Youth Ministry, it says that “If youth pray together and for each
other’s needs, they will form a bond, and a cord of unity will be established.”7 That comment is
made in the context of youth praying together in their youth ministry activities, however, if
placed in the same role a student can be praying for the needs and requests of the church in a
larger worship service, could that not create a similar bond between them and the other members
of the congregation?
Students can also serve in worship by reading the Scripture passage for that service.
Often the pastor reads the Scripture prior to preaching. Simply asking a student to do that task
would allow that student to feel more like an active participant and less like a consumer in
weekly worship services.
Worship can serve serval purposes that are effective in keeping young people connected
to the church post-high school graduation. Their talents and gifts are being utilized for the overall
church’s worship experience. Young people will find a place to use their passion. Music ties to
their heart, which then helps them have a better worship experience. Worship helps with spiritual
formation and growth and the more you grow the more committed you are.
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Worship can also incorporate the use of technology, audio, visual and lighting elements
as well. These elements tend to attract the younger generations, who are usually visually and
technologically entertained.

Audio-Visual/Technology/Lighting
“Now you are the body of Christ and individually members of it. And God has appointed in the
church first apostles, second prophets, third teachers, then miracles, then gifts of healing,
helping, administrating and various kinds of tongues.”
1st Corinthians 12:27-28, ESV
With almost thirty-five percent of those surveyed saying students are being used in the
area of audio-visual, lighting and technology, this area edged out students serving in children’s
ministry areas by five tenths of a percent. This is a newer area of serving that tends to draw the
attention of younger generations. These types of elements have not always been around and for
some of the older generations can be considered distracting or intimidating and therefore not for
use in the church. These elements are used in teaching times like Sunday School and small
groups when presentations are being given that require the use of projectors and computers. This
technology is also being used in traditional, contemporary, youth and children worship services.
Millennials and the younger generations are the best servants for these positions. Young people
have grown up in the most technologically advanced age of all time. Ted Gregory for the
Chicago Tribune is referenced by Mark Cannister in Teenagers Matter. Gregory interviewed
college students and revealed “that it is not uncommon for students to have three to five
electronic devices, including a laptop, smartphone, e-reader, and multiple iPods (one for the car
and one for the gym).”8 The younger generations do not know what it is like to not have a
computer or tablet or smart phone available all the time. These generations are entertainment
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driven generations that like lighting and visual elements when it comes to being taught or at an
event. Just about every concert an individual goes to today implements these types of elements.
Five and six-year-olds can work technology better than most adults. It seems like a misuse of
resources to not be using young people in these areas within the local church.
The Bible does not really speak to the use of technology within the confines of the local
church. It does though speak to each member of the body using their gifts and talents that God
has given them. It also says that believers should be good stewards of their resources in 1st Peter
4:10.9 Everyone has a gift, talent, or passion that has been given to them by God to use for His
glory. The younger generations tend to be more gifted in technological areas than the preceding
generations, therefore, as good stewards the church should be using them in those areas. These
areas involve the use of computers, internet, social media, sound boards, lighting boards,
projections, cell phones, websites, and just about anything relating to technology that the church
can leverage to reach its own members and more importantly those outside the walls of the local
church.

Audio/Visual
Projections are being used in churches every Sunday to project announcements, lyrics to
songs, the Scripture passage for that day, and even notes and outlines of the pastor’s sermons.
Behind the scenes of that screen and what shows up on it is a projector that is connected to a
computer that is manned by someone. Speakers can be seen in auditoriums and sanctuaries from
which sound is emitted for the musical aspect of worship and to ensure that the pastor’s message

1st Peter 4:10 (ESV), “As each has received a gift, use it to serve one another, as good stewards of God's
varied grace:”
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is heard. There is a soundboard connected to those speakers and at it sits someone. Jesus did not
have presentations or electrical sound equipment. Sunday morning worship is not carried out by
everyone just showing up at the worship hour and everything magically works well. There are
people that serve in these various capacities that help make the service happen. Technology
seems like an obvious way to integrate young people into the worship ministry of the church.
Young people gravitate to technology and can learn it quickly. Sound takes a specially trained
ear, but a student can be trained to hear what sounds great and what sounds bad. Branon
Dempsey wrote in a resource for Building Church Leaders provided by Christianity Today that
“the goal for audio/visual ministry is simple: to help the congregation worship.”10
Most schools now require that students be able to create presentations using a program
like Microsoft PowerPoint to use when presenting a class project. Other programs that are used
are Media Shout’s Express, ProPresenter, and Hymnastics. One survey response (Response #130
to question 7) said that “students are the main force behind their audio-visual department.”
Allowing students to be an integral part of helping the congregation worship through visual aids
or quality sound communicates to them that regardless of age, their abilities are valuable and
needed to help carry out the ministries in the church.

Lighting
A Christmas tree without any lights would look dull. Lighting brings an element of
highlighting people or areas of the stage to enhance the experience or to draw focus to things that
are occurring on stage. “Color lights can dramatically change the mood of the room…In
addition, color lights can be used in services to highlight seasons of the church calendar. Above
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all, be sure to keep your lighting schemes simple, friendly and intentional.”11 Lighting is not an
element used just to make things look pretty. It has an intentional element to create a mood for
worship or to highlight the focus of that day or time of year. Lighting is a very complex area to
serve in. Board programing, light placement, light angles, light saturations, spot light placements,
etc. are just a few of the different concepts that must be taken into consideration when it comes
to lighting. Branon Dempsey says this about lighting:
The visual tech team handles lighting, media, video, and other auxiliary tools. The goal of
the visual team is to illuminate and make a vision clear. Front lighting is the first step in
illuminating the stage areas, up-front persons, art designs, and/or fixtures. Back stage
lighting is responsible for adding contrast, depth, and dimension for space. There are
wide varieties in stage lighting from PAR cans, Pars, Fresnels, Ellipsoidals, and
Intelligent lighting. Light operators use multiple light sources to draw the congregation
in, as they bring specific stage features out.12
There is value in having both adults and young people serve in this area. Adults bring leadership
and an older perspective on how things should look. Students bring a newer more contemporary
viewpoint and can learn technological aspects very quickly. Lighting can almost be a work of art
that ties into the worship mood and service. If done well, students can take pride in creating
something beautiful that helps the entire church worship together.

Social Media
Facebook, Instagram, Snapchat, Twitter, are some of the most popular social media
platforms being used by the younger generations. Varying opinions are out there for whether
student ministries and/or the church should be tapping into this form of communication. Just like
anything else, there are pros and cons that can be argued for either side. The purpose of this
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section is not to argue those pros and cons, but rather to look at how younger members of church
congregations can be used to use these platforms for the local church’s ministry. Terrace
Crawford, a voice in the youth ministry world, wrote a book called #GoingSocial: A Practical
Guide on Social Media for Church Leaders. Terrace quotes Tom Webster, the Vice-President of
Edison Research, as having found that “fifty-one percent of Americans (ages 12 and up) are on
one or more social media platforms today. Over forty-six million of those Americans use their
social media platforms at least once daily.”13 Social media provides immediate access to instant
information. For instance, if a church is using an Instagram account and wants to send out an
image/advertisement for an upcoming event, the church can create the advertisement and post it.
It immediately shows ups. If the church has 537 followers, those followers are instantly notified
that the church has posted something and can instantly access the announcement. What a
postcard took days to do previously, an app, tablet or cell phone can do now in a matter of
seconds. Young people know all the ins and outs of this app. These young people are experts.
Experts should be the ones using the communication medium so that all things can be done with
excellence. Facebook and Snapchat are the same way. Snapchat is a little bit different in that the
information is only available for twenty-four hours after the post is made. Regardless of how the
platforms operate, young people are more well versed in it than the older generations. Young
people can now be used as the “Paul Reveres” of church communication only riding a horse is
not how the information has to be carried. Giving students this responsibility must be
accompanied with the ability to hold them accountable by setting standard as to what can or
cannot be posted. It will though allow the students to feel valued and that know their skills play
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an important role as the megaphone of the church to get important information out in an
expedited format.
Technology regardless of what kind is something that can effectively connect young
people to the church. In Growing Young it says this about technology and young people:
Young people are digital native – born into a world where the internet has always been an
active presence in their daily lives and smartphones are more common that microwaves.
Rather than lamenting the role technology plays in the lives of young people, churches
growing young leverage technology for connection and yes, even discipleship. It’s
possible that young people can lead our congregations forward in surprising ways
through digital technology if we let them.
The key though is that the church must allow them to be used in these areas. The church can no
longer send out the message that young people are not valuable and that their skills are useless.
Allowing students to serve in areas that are natural to them is a key to helping them find their
value and their place in the local church.

Children’s Ministry
“And he (Jesus), sat down and called the twelve. And he said to them, ‘If anyone would be first,
he must be last of all and servant of all.’ And he took a child and put him in the midst of them,
and taking him in his arms, he said to them, ‘Whoever receives one such child in my name
receives me, and whoever receives me, receives not me but him who sent me.”
Mark 9:35-37, ESV
In her book Sticky Faith, Kara Powell acknowledges that there is an element that will
help young people stick with their faith. She says that one of their findings was that “the more
teenagers serve and build relationships with younger children, the more likely it is that their faith
will stick.”14 Jennifer Root Wilger says that having familiar teenagers working with young
children can help to eliminate some of the separation anxiety that young children can have when
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separated from their parents.15 One response from the survey (response #27) said that “Students
are our main source of children’s ministry teachers (Sunday School teachers). I would say that
the proportion is about 60% youth and 40% adults helping out with the children’s ministry.”
Students that are found in youth ministries in churches can better relate to the children in the
church. This is because the age gap is smaller between youth and children. It may also be
because siblings are in those ministries and siblings know better how the younger children
respond to certain situations. Just like every other ministry there must be accountability involved
when having students serve. Wilger says in her article that it is important to set the expectations
for the students serving and even have them commit to a rotation of one month on and one month
off.16 Something else that teens can offer in children’s ministry that adults may have a harder
time with is that young people are able to play and interact in a more physical way with the
children. Students have an “ability to double as playground equipment.”17 Stuart Hall has a
resource that focuses on using high school students as small group leaders. He echoes Wilger’s
concept of having high expectations of using teenagers. He goes a little further to describe how
to choose what teenagers to use. He says this:
When it comes to small group leaders, it’s a good idea to set expectations high, but keep
qualifications low. If they love God, love kids and pass the interview process, that is a
pretty good start. Just like adult small group leaders, high school students don’t have to
have all the answers (and they definitely shouldn’t act like they do) if they want to lead a
small group of younger kids.18
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One thing that resonates across generational boundaries is the idea of seeing fruit or evidence of
a job well done prompting the individual doing the job to continue and/or take on more
responsibility. People love to see the fruits of their labors and young people are no different.
When young children begin to grow in their faith and show maturity, and a student can look at a
child and know that part of that growth process was because of them, the student will be
encouraged to continue to pour into that child and may even start to pour into more children.
Serving in children ministry not only helps grow the faith of the children, but it also helps grow
the faith of those serving, regardless of age.

Welcome Teams
“When a stranger sojourns with you in your land, you shall not do him wrong. You shall treat
the stranger who sojourns with you as the native among you, and you shall love him as yourself,
for you were strangers in the land of Egypt: I am the Lord your God.”
Leviticus 19:33-34, ESV
Nothing speaks more to first time guests than the way welcoming happens on their first
time to a new church. How greeting takes place, having questions answered, and how well the
visitors are assisted in finding important locations and facilities on campus can determine
whether or not a next visit will happen or if their first visit is also their last. When greeted for the
first time a welcoming and excited demeanor is important. No one walks to be welcome by
someone who looks and acts like their world is collapsing around them or as if the guest is
causing them, the greeter, greater frustration. The “Golden Rule,” that Jesus gives in Matthew
7:12 says that whatever people would like for others to do for them that person should be willing
to do for others. 19 Love your neighbor as yourself is given way to treat others in Mark 12:31 is
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the second greatest commandment given. Therefore, when it comes to welcoming people to the
church whether first time guests or those who have been members all their lives, those on the
welcoming team should treat them with love and respect and in the same manner that the greeter
would want to be welcomed.
The role of serving on the welcome team and serving as an usher have been separated for
the cause of this project. Ushering showed up numerous times throughout the survey as a
separate area of ministry and will be elaborated on in the following section. From the survey,
welcome teams tended to be the first line of contact on a church campus. Areas that were linked
to the welcome team were: helping people park, running hospitality stations, welcome centers
and coffee shops. Students tend to be a little more energetic than the average adult. That is why
adults can often be heard wishing for a young person’s energy. Although too much energy may
be viewed as overwhelming or invasive, younger people can tend to welcome others in a way
that lets the visitor know there is life in the church. There is a church in Wilmington, NC that has
a parking lot team that uses foam fingers, adults and students to invite you into their exciting
worship experience from the moment you step out of the van. The volunteers recognize vehicles
that are unfamiliar and offer up the very best spots for their visitors. These individuals walk
guests from the parking lot to the front door where visitors are handed off to another set of
welcome team members who then help people find anything and everything that may need that
morning. Thom Rainer says that “friendliness of the people is a major attraction factor.”20 He
also says, “Greeter ministries in particular can be implemented with relative ease. In nearly onethird of the interviews, the unchurched shared positive first impressions when the church had a
good greeter ministry and welcome center. A helpful hand, a friendly smile, and good directions
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can make an eternal difference.”21 Young people love being social, ergo their expansive use of
social media and social gatherings. If there was ever a perfect way for young people to be social
and serve at the same time it is through the welcome team ministry in their church. Safeguards
need to be in place here to make sure that the students are not just social and interacting with
their friends but that they are translating their abilities to welcome all people who enter into the
church. Giving students the responsibility of the first line of contact for visitors is a big deal.
Whether or not that visitor comes back can often be solely related to the initial contact when
arriving on campus. When guests show up, there are typically three fears: being embarrassed,
overwhelmed or ignored.22 Students need to be trained to make sure that the appropriate level of
happy and welcoming is used so that a visitor’s fears do not become their reality. Creating an
inviting and warm atmosphere is very important for churches.

Usher/Offering Teams
For a day in your courts is better than a thousand elsewhere. I would rather be a doorkeeper in
the house of my God than dwell in the tents of wickedness.
Psalm 84:10, ESV
Most church going individuals can describe to you the individual(s) who on Sunday
morning stand by doors, in welcome centers, or other high traffic areas in the church handing out
that morning’s bulletin and saying hello. Sometimes these same individuals or others like them
can be seen showing people where to find certain facilities in the church or a nice seat in the
sanctuary. After worship has started, often mid-way through, those same individuals walk down
the isles carrying offering plates, baskets, or other collective means that will soon be passed
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around the room to collect that week’s tithes and offerings. These jobs are not menial in task,
although to the outside perspective they may be. Handing out the current week’s bulletin puts in
the hands of members and visitors the important information that will be needed for that day (i.e.
worship schedule, calendar for the week, attendance and giving reports, announcements, and
sermon information). The task of handing out or collecting visitor cards allows the church to do
follow up on those who attended that day for the first or second time. Collecting the tithes and
offering helps to make sure that the church can continue to financially operate for that week and
weeks to come. The tithes are what helps cover the operating expenses for the church and its
ministries and the offerings help to add to that or benefit specific areas of ministry in the church.
These individuals may also serve in the roles of security or step in when an urgent need arises.23
This position is not overly complex and can often require little training, although, training all
servant positions should be a high priority. Do not read that and think that the capabilities of
young people are being undermined and reduced to simple tasks. What that should communicate
is that this is a quick, simple, and according to the survey widely used areas for young people to
serve in the church.
Biblically speaking, the function of an usher parallels the work of a group the Old
Testament refers to as doorkeepers. From the tribe of Levi and the family of Korah,
doorkeepers ‘were responsible for guarding the thresholds of the Tent’ (1 Chron. 9:19).
They helped lead the people of Israel in worship by ensuring the purity of the people
coming to worship. Before the temple was built, they stood at the entrance of the Tent of
Meeting, where sacrifices and purification took place.24

A doorkeeper does not sound like the most enticing job to have when it comes to serving
in the local church. Often when people think about doorkeepers, bellhops at hotels wearing the
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funny little hats come to mind. A doorkeeper though in the Old Testament temple had more
responsibilities though than just guarding the door. These men helped take the money as people
entered in and took care of the sacred vessels. In the church today, ushers are typically those who
help people find a seat, find a class, and usually take up the offering. The description that
Blumhofer offers makes the doorkeeper job sound more enticing. Students may be more prone to
enlist for doorkeeper or usher if this were the job description. The reality of it all is that if you
present the why of a task then the likelihood of volunteers and buy in will increase. Presenting
the reasoning behind visitor information, welcoming guests, the bulletins and why offerings are
taken up can give the sense that the job is more important than just handing out and taking up
stuff. It is not a menial position and contributes greatly to the life and ministry of the local
church.
How does this position of service connect to the next generation? In the movie
Spiderman, Peter Parker’s Uncle Ben says this to Peter as he is dying, “With great power comes
great responsibility.”25 Being an usher in a church does not all of a sudden give you superpowers
or extreme authority. However, for young people serving in the church it seems that there may be
a lot to prove. When responding to the question: Would your church approve of students serving
in more important roles within the church that are NOT connected to the student ministry? Why
or why not?, one response said this, “No, they need to show commitment.” Another said, “They
would if the student was as capable as an adult.” One other responded, “No. Students and young
people are looked down upon to an extent.” Granted most of the responses were a “yes”
sometimes a resounding “yes,” but there are still those that do not quite see younger people as
consistent, serious, or committed. The great power that students have is that God has given them
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talents and gifts that can be used for service. The other side of that power is the ability to choose
to do things well and to commit to them. If young people can prove to be consistent, serious and
committed through serving in an area that is not highly demanding, then respect from the older
generations can be earned back. Then more serious thought can be given into younger
generations serving in other roles that require more responsibility.

Honorable Mention
Missions
Then the King will say to those on his right, ‘Come, you who are blessed by my Father, inherit
the kingdom prepared for you from the foundation of the world. For I was hungry and you gave
me food, I was thirsty and you gave me drink, I was a stranger and you welcomed me, I was
naked and you clothed me, I was sick and you visited me, I was in prison and you came to me.’
Then the righteous will answer him, saying, ‘Lord, when did we see you hungry and feed you, or
thirsty and give you drink? And when did we see you a stranger and welcome you, or naked and
clothe you? And when did we see you sick or in prison and visit you?’ And the King will answer
them, ‘Truly, I say to you, as you did it to one of the least of these my brothers, you did it to me.’
Matthew 25:34-40
The call of Jesus on the believer is for the believer to be on mission for him. Meeting
needs and serving others in his name is key to leading others to a relationship with him. If there
was one area that the assumption would be made that students were involved in, it would have
been missions. Missions came in as the sixth most mentioned area that students are being
integrated into church ministry with. There was a slight presupposition that this would have been
the number one area. That presupposition was proven wrong. Although mentioned less than
fourteen and a half percent of the time, there is a plethora of information out that speaks about
students serving in ministry through missions. Missions is an area that just about anyone can
serve in. The details of what missions looks like in different churches vary as much as the
personalities of the members of those churches. One great benefit of young people serving
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alongside of other generations of church member through missions as stated by Jane Carr in the
Christian Education Journal is this:
These intergenerational events provide reciprocal benefits for children and adults.
Children have the opportunity to serve alongside parents, grandparents, and others in the
church, allowing them to experience the greater faith community living out a lifestyle of
service. Adults are equally impacted by the faith and boldness of a child. One project
coordinator described an event where handing our water bottles in the park and inviting
people to church. While adults were more hesitant, children displayed a greater degree of
boldness and were uninhibited in sharing their faith or talking to people about church.
This experience became a great faith challenge for the adults in the congregation.26
Alvin Reid says that the goal of student ministry is to glorify God by “developing disciples who
see the world as missionaries and live as missionaries.”27 One of the characteristics of the
Millennial Generation and Generation Z is the need to be change makers. If presented with an
opportunity to go and serve and make a difference and filling the trip would be no issue. Serving
together on a mission trip, regardless if it is local or international or short term or long term,
students are able to develop a sense of community with those that serve alongside of them
through shared experiences. To have multigenerational mission trips means that different
generations can see the heart of other generations while serving. This can allow for understand in
how the heart of a particular generation operates. Often the younger generations are viewed as
self-centered. These generations have given reason for that assumption to be made however,
when one’s faith develops and matures so does their heart for others. In Unchristian by David
Kinnaman and Gabe Lyons, it says, “It is easy to say we need to serve outsiders; it is another
thing entirely to make a reality of that.”28 Often churches say there is a desire for the different
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generations to serve together on mission trips, but the church’s way of organization says
differently. Student ministries have their own mission trips while senior adults do the same.
Some mission trips are scheduled for a week during the school year eliminating any chance for
young people, who may be in school, to go. Yet student ministries plan their week-long ministry
excursions over the summer when parents or grandparents still have to go to work. There have
been instances where family-based mission trips have happened. One occurred during a Spring
Break week where members of a church went to serve the homeless in Wilmington, NC. No
child or student could go without a parent or guardian and if one could not go, another adult
could go as their sponsor for the week. The ages for this trip ranged from first grade to late
forties or early fifties. There was spiritual growth that week that connected families and church
members in a way that can only be described as God ordained. Different generations can learn so
much from serving together. Multiple generations can grow in their faith by serving together.
Most of all intergenerational unity can occur when serving on the mission field together.
Students get to experience older church members being proud of them, encouraging them, and
loving on them during that week that often transfers to their feeling of community when the trip
is over. Everyone in the church should want to live out their faith. One Barna study reports that,
one in four chose the overtly positive image (of the church), the helping hand reaching
out to a person in need (24%). It’s encouraging that a significant proportion of
Millennials view Christianity this way. The percentage is even high among practicing
Christian young adults (34%), indicating that those who were engaged in a local church
want to live out a faith that is actively reaching into their community.29
An active intergenerational ministry within the context of the local church that is involved in
missions can allow individuals in the church to grow spiritually along with growing numerically
as a church through the continued outreach of its members. The sense of community developed
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while on a mission trip does not have to be limited to shared experiences that occurred on the
trip. Those shared experiences can be brought home and shared with the entire congregation. The
stories of students, parents and grandparents can motivate those who were not on the trip to get
involved in some facet with multigenerational missions.

Deacons/Jr. Deacons
Now in these days when the disciples were increasing in number, a complaint by the Hellenists
arose against the Hebrews because their widows were being neglected in the daily distribution.
And the twelve summoned the full number of the disciples and said, “It is not right that we
should give up preaching the word of God to serve tables. Therefore, brothers, pick out from
among you seven men of good repute, full of the Spirit and of wisdom,
whom we will appoint to this duty.
Acts 6:1-3, ESV
The word deacon comes from the Greek word diakonos. This word is used to describe a
position held by someone to carry out a specific type of ministry in the Church. This position is
usually seen as one of the highest of importance next to the roles of pastors in a local church. In
some churches deacons have decision making power and in other churches deacons are used as a
ministry to the different families that make up the church body. Typically, the standard
qualifications for this role come from 1st Timothy 3 and Titus 1.30 31 Both of these passages

1st Timothy 3:8-13 (ESV), “Deacons likewise must be dignified, not double-tongued, not addicted to
much wine, not greedy for dishonest gain. They must hold the mystery of the faith with a clear conscience. And let
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must be dignified, not slanderers, but sober-minded, faithful in all things. Let deacons each be the husband of one
wife, managing their children and their own households well. For those who serve well as deacons gain a good
standing for themselves and also great confidence in the faith that is in Christ Jesus.
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mention that the one serving in this role be the husband of one wife. This can draw upon it a
couple of questions: (1) Does this mean that single men cannot serve? (2) Does this mean that
younger men, like students, cannot serve? The theology behind these questions is not the focus
of this area of service. Deacon ministry, more specifically Junior Deacons, was mentioned in
slightly more than two percent of the survey responses. This role was allowing students to serve
as deacons or junior deacons. This intriguing statistic of churches grooming future deacons
deserved to be mentioned. Often many deacons in the church are just picked based on their
character and maybe even their spiritual reputation. All the other biblical characteristics of
deacon leaders should be taken into consideration when choosing those men to serve. This is
important particularly if you are going to have “Junior Deacon.” The men chosen to serve as
deacons should serve in roles that mentor the younger men of the church to help them understand
the position of deacon, so that when there is a clear understanding of how that role operates
within their local church body, a younger more mature person can fill that role. The idea of
mentoring young men really comes into focus with this type of ministry role. Mentoring is
important to all students in that it helps young people understand how to live a faith-based life
but also how to be an active part of their local church through serving. Jeff Lovingood says, “As
we accomplish our goal of involving people in the ministry, we have to remember never to ask
them to do what we ourselves aren’t willing to do…If we want people involved in the ministry
and serving in their giftedness, we must take seriously our instruction to equip and to train.”32 It

lazy gluttons.’ This testimony is true. Therefore, rebuke them sharply, that they may be sound in the faith, not
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is the responsibility of all adults to invest and equip and train the younger generations for the
ministries involved in the local church. When it comes to training and equipping the future
deacons of the church it could not be any more valuable of a tool than to have those Junior
Deacons and allow them to walk alongside active serving deacons. This would allow them first
hand experience that will help them understand the deacon ministry of the church. Students who
are involved in this type of ministry in a church will undoubtedly experience the feelings of
being valued and invested in. This not only allows for students to feel a part of the larger church
community, but it also prepares and trains the future leadership for the church. This is a benefit
in that years of learning experience contributes to the effectiveness of the individual to
effectively serve as opposed to an individual having to learn as they go.
The previous seven different areas of ministry are not an end to a means. These areas do
serve though as several different opportunities to integrate young people into large roles of the
church. These areas are not guaranteed to work in the context of every local church but can serve
as a starting point to allow students and young people to serve as active participants in the
ministry of the local church. These findings are representative of common threads found in the
results of the survey used for this project. A total of sixty-four different areas of ministry
surfaced in the survey results. To see the complete result of the survey and find other areas of
ministry that could possibly work in other contexts of church ministry see Appendix B at the end
of this project.
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CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSION
Youth ministry has not always been around. In fact, it is an age silo of programmed
ministry that the local church uses to “meet the spiritual needs’ of the younger generation. April
Diaz says, “Youth ministry is a term and programmatic structure that’s been around since the
1940s when parachurch youth ministries such as Young Life and Youth for Christ started
popping up in the United States. And what we know of as church-based youth ministry first
launched during the 1970s.”1 As young people are disconnecting from the local church; the
average age of congregations is going up. “According to the 2015 US Census Bureau data, adults
age 18-29 comprised twenty-two percent of the adult population. Yet the same age group
represents less than ten percent of church attendees nationwide.”2 Josh McDowell says that many
people have estimated that the percentage of young people leaving the traditional church hovers
between sixty-nine and ninety-four percent.3 There is something present, or perhaps not present,
in the local church that is contributing to the disengagement of the younger generations. For a
generation, that tends to value their self-worth and their sense of belonging higher than most,
when those needs are not met, a place that will meet those needs will be sought out. These young
people are taking different routes when it comes to their faith. Young people either leave their
faith all together or begin to look for other avenues or parachurch organizations to express their
faith, organizations like Campus Crusade or Young Life for example. Churches have to begin to
allow the younger generations to have buy-in with the mission, purpose and function of the
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church. People tend not to care about things that do not directly affect them. Young people,
particularly if there is the feeling that their voices are not valued or making a difference is not
happening, will walk away and go find a place where this does occur.
“Allowing teenagers to contribute is not only important for the faith formation of
adolescents; it benefits the entire community and the faith formation of everyone who is a part of
it…The church is a wonderfully multifaceted community in which there is a great opportunity
for individuals of all ages to contribute.”4
In Growing Young, Efrem Smith from World Impact is quoted saying:
Warmth resonates, especially doing ministry in an urban context, for kids growing up
without biological fathers or being raised by an aunt or in foster care, the church has to
stand in the gap and be family. That means much more than a programmatic approach.
Young people have to experience, ‘This is where I belong, where I’m affirmed, where
I’m pushed and held accountable.’ This is a hopeful finding for a small church in the
inner city or rural areas. You too can make a significant difference with young people.
You can get in the game.5
Involvement in ministry is not a cure all to students leaving the church after graduating high
school. There are many other options and methods of reaching them in a manner that makes such
an impact on their lives that being connected to the local church is just natural. To gain some
insight to this and to find other ideas that student pastors may want to look at, the last openedended question on the survey allowed participants to speak into this area. The question asked,
“What other information would you like to share that may help in articulating how involving
students in ministry can help them stay connected post high school graduation?” One of the keys
to allowing young people to get involved and make a difference in the ministries provided by
local churches, is for the older generations to remove some of their presuppositions about the
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commitment of and value that young people can bring to ministry. “The first wave that must
break through is for adults in the church to recognize that these frightful adolescents are just kids
trying to figure out how to survive in a very hostiles culture.”6 As young people are trying to
maneuver culture the one place that should be helping them is the church. Instead the church is
sidelining young people telling them because of a level of immaturity these young people cannot
serve. Muscles do not grow and develop strength by being immobile. Muscles have to be
stretched to develop strength. In the same manner young people need to be stretched and
challenged when it comes to actively using their faith so that it is a necessity for their everyday
lives.
When it comes to pulling young people off of the sidelines, there has to be a valid reason
to get involved. Better yet, there has to be a reason to even want to get involved. These young
people need to know that their involvement is going to help them in some way. Will it help them
feel a part of something bigger than themselves? Will it help them fell like a valuable part of the
church? Will their serving make a difference that matters? In the survey conducted for this
project, church leaders were asked if their students would even volunteer if given the
opportunity. Those that marked that fifty to sixty percent of their students would be willing to
volunteer accounted for a little over seventeen percent of the responses. Two of the three closest
percentages fell below that fifty to sixty percent mark (30-40% = 15.9% and 20-30% = 12.88%).
You can see these results in Figure 4.1. There is obviously a disconnect between the ministries of
the local church and students actually being willing to step up and serve.

Chapman Clark, “Creating a Place for a New Generation: An Ecclesiological Perspective on Youth
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Figure 4.1 – Willingness of Students to Serve by Percentage

“For both adolescents in the church and those who stand on the outside, there must be a
willingness to see young people as productive, gifted, and able participants in the life of the
church.”7 To do this, churches must start allowing young people to use what God has gifted them
with in an effort to be active contributors to the church community. Clark also says this:
Like the small child that wants to help with household repairs, young people have a
driving need to prove they matter. In the church we have a hard time recognizing the
contribution young people can make. This inclusion must be more than tossing a few
token opportunities at students, or by simply handing over to them more responsibility
than their life or faith experience and commitment level warrants.8
This is exactly what is meant by allowing the students to be stretched and challenged so that their
capabilities can be maximized.
The practical basis of this thesis project was to find different ministry avenues that are
currently being used in the church to integrate the younger generations into active church
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ministry roles, not just those that are directly related to their age-specific ministries. The findings
of this study show that young people are being used in five common ministry areas within the
context of local church ministry. Those areas are worship, audio/visual/technology/lighting,
children’s ministry, welcome teams, and ushers/taking up the offering. Although these areas are
being commonly used to integrate young people, the number of young people serving is still
fairly low. Forty-three percent of those who completed the survey said that ten percent or less of
their students were serving in larger roles with their churches. That percentage is seven times
higher than the percentages of students serving that are fifty percent and higher.

Figure 4.2 - Percentage of Students Who Are Serving

It all begins when these young adults and students are on the campuses of local churches.
Allowing them to exercise their gifts and abilities. The one area where this is being done the
most is through utilizing young people in worship. It not only brings a younger perspective and
maybe in some instances a little more life to worship services, but it lets other young people
know that their skills are valued. It seems that there has been an influx of young people with
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musical talent. Some of them are saying that videos online are where their skills were learned
from. With the ability to self-teach and learn online the pool of musicians or vocalists to choose
from is ever deepening.
While worship is the most common way to integrate young people in to larger ministry
roles, the growing use of technology, lighting and audio-visual equipment is also a common
route. Young people today are more tech savvy than most adults, by the time children are five or
six years old. Little children are operating devices like iPods, iPads and smartphones better than
adults because this technology has always been around during their life time. Computer work
comes naturally to them. Sound mixing may be a little harder, along with, stage lighting, but with
a technology geared mind these young people pick up these abilities with a lot more ease.
An easier area for young people to get involved with serving in is with the children’s
ministry. Students can sometimes be more physically able to play and act up with the children
and get on their level. Millennials and younger generations are closer in age and can sometimes
relate better to the children. This can also allow young adults and students to beginning mentor
type relationships with younger children in the church that can help those children develop into
active leaders and servants in the church later on.
Students serving on welcome teams can also be an effective area of ministry for students,
because being social is one of their strong points and developing connections with other people
is of great value to them. Younger people know what it means to want to feel accepted and can
tap into that feeling to use it to make sure that others feel welcomed and accepted when entering
their churches. Sometimes these welcome teams can combine with ushers in the church.
Ushering although sometimes connected with welcome teams, can also be a separate area
of ministry that students can easily serve in. Ushers are vital to helping individuals have a great
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experience at the church. Those that usher show people how to get around the facilities and may
even walk them to where to go. Ushers are often associated with handing out bulletins and taking
up the offering. This task, although not strenuous or super complicated, is still a very important
role of the church and as students and young people are given more important roles their
commitment level to the church goes up.
The key to effectively using students in larger ministry roles is not to dumb down the
position to the point that that the tasks seem brainless or like some meaningless activity. The
moment uselessness or lack of value is introduced, young people will check out. Younger
generations need to be valued and to do that the church must treat these young people with an
attitude that their participation is welcomed. Creating an atmosphere with intergenerational
ministries is not easy for either age group. Young people must operate at a higher level of
responsibility and commitment. Older members must learn to trust and allow young people to
serve. “To make it easier for other generations to be involved in youth ministry, you have to
make it easy for them. In other words, create ministry situations that make it easier for older
generations to interact and minister to the younger generations.”9 Youth ministry is not just about
an age graded area to segregate young people into, it is also the ability to allow youth to minister
within the context of the larger church body. Every generation needs to be able to communicate
and work together well, which is why creating ministry opportunities for different generations is
an important step in the whole process of having young people serve in larger ministry roles.
The real question is, is all of this worth it? Does having students serve really help keep
them connected to the local church after graduating high school. It does not matter if the young
people are staying connected to the church their family belongs to, the one of their involvement
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prior to graduating or one that was found after graduation. The point is that the church is doing
what it can to keep young people connected to a local church after graduating high school.
According to the survey sixty-two percent, almost sixty-three percent, of the respondents said
that is has helped. Only twelve percent said that there had not been an increase in students that
were serving staying connected after high school graduation. Twenty five percent were unsure if
there had been an increase.

Figure 4.3 – Increase in Students Staying Connected When Serving by Percentage

It may seem cliché, but if there is even the slightest increase in young people staying connected
to the local church, then it is all worth it. There are also other benefits to having students serve in
larger roles. The best way to communicate the benefits is by having the voices heard of church
leaders who are actively serving young people and trying to help them find their place in the
local church. Here are some of their remarks to question number fifteen: “What other
information would you like to share that may help in articulating how involving students in
ministry can help them stay connected post high school graduation?”
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• “Being involved in a ministry can really help you grow in your walk with the
Lord. If you are more mature in your faith, you are less likely to struggle with
going to church post-graduation.” – Response #2
• “As one who strayed from the faith after high school, I honestly believe that the
strength of the students faith and the discipleship is established in the home. Our
most engaged students have very engaged parents. The students who have lax
parents who aren't really plugged in seem to struggle more in their faith. This isn't
always the case but it's noticeable. Giving students a purpose, a place and
allowing them to serve in a meaningful capacity gives them a purpose. We are
able help cultivate their growth when they are given soil to grow in. Students
ignite fires and it's our jobs to fan the flames. They are significant to the body of
Christ. As 1 Timothy 4:12 states to not look down on those who are young but set
an example for them. We can go one step further and say, cultivate their talents
and gifts and when they use them when they are young, they will continue to do
so when they mature.” – Response #9
• “I believe that involving students is essential and plays a key role in retention. If
we do not prepare students for life outside of the student ministry, we are doing
them a disservice and they are often left feeling like they do not belong or fit in.”
– Response #10
• “Given the questions, I can tell this is going to be a great study. This type of stuff
is hard. I know a lot of student pastors feel discouraged because they feel their
students are unengaged and undervalued with their churches. I think it starts with
sacrificing great for good. Students aren't going to do an amazing job right off the
bat. They will be sloppy. Adults who are patient enough with the heart of Christ
will see beyond that and embrace the long-term benefits. I myself became the
Junior High pastor at age 17 (it was crazy). I eventually became Youth and
College Director. Now our students are doing similar things. Young people can do
it! They just need older people to be patient and believe in them.” – Response #17
• “Earlier integration, if followed up THROUGHOUT the church builds passion,
experience, knowledge, interpersonal skills, momentum and provides an
additional layer of opportunities for ownership and growth.” – Response #24.
(All Other Responses Can Be Read In Appendix B)
Chap Clark says, in Youth Ministry In The 21st Century, “We must rethink youth ministry
so as to literally adopt them into the family of the church. Honor their gifts and calling, yes.
Celebrate practices, and acts of justice and mercy, and investment in others’ lives and souls for
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the kingdom, certainly.”10 Using students in ministry allows them to be cultivated and to become
great leaders in the church in the future. “Churches that grow young are willing to make young
people a priority not just in rhetoric but also in daily reality. These churches don’t assume it will
happen automatically; they emphasize young people in their overall philosophy, worship
gatherings, staffing, and budget.”11 Not only are the students able to cultivate and grow, but also
the local church will benefit as well. Mark Cannister shares this understanding as well. He says,
“When a church chooses a comprehensive mode, student ministry thrives, and the church is filled
with life and vitality. Students become engaged in the whole life of the church, students far from
God are attracted to a community of people who are passionate about their faith, and the entire
congregation is blessed with contributions of adolescents.”12
Student pastors and churches across our nation have begun to see the importance of
integrating young people into more important and larger roles within the context of the local
church. The research for this project found that young people are being used in the areas or
worship teams, technology, children’s ministry, welcome teams and ushering. The need that
young people have to be a part of something bigger and/or to make more of an impact and
experience belonging is beginning to be met in some churches. If all churches are going to
improve their retention rates of young people after they graduate high school, they are going to
have to start allowing young people to serve in roles that have typically been marked “adults
only.” When students are released to be active participants in the ministry opportunities found in
the local church, everyone benefits. The kingdom of God is not only glorified but expanded.

10

Clark, Youth Ministry In The 21st Century, 85.
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Students should no longer be considered the church of the future, but active players and servants
in the church today. Paul says in 1st Timothy 4 verse 12 as an encouragement to Timothy to not
let anyone look down on him because of his youthfulness, but to set an example for the
believers.13 It is time for the church to put young people into active serving roles beyond the
opportunities that arise in their age-specific ministries. The church needs to give students the
opportunity to set an example for all believers and this cannot happen if young people are
continually being told that there is a lack of experience, maturity and responsibility due to their
age. It would not take a long look into most churches to find adults that fit that same description.
Allow the young people to serve and experience what it is like to have God work in and through
their lives.

1 Timothy 4:12, “Let no one despise you for your youth, but set the believers an example in speech, in
conduct, in love, in faith, in purity.”
13
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Appendix A:
Survey Questions for Students Being Involved in Ministry Roles
1. If you have read all the information above and consent to your participation in this study,
please type your name and date below.
2. What denomination is your church?
a. Baptist
b. Methodist
c. Wesleyan
d. Lutheran
e. Catholic
f. Non-denominational
g. Other (please specify)
3. What is the name of your church?
4. Which region of the United States is your church located?
a. Northeast
b. Southeast
c. Midwest
d. Southwest
e. West
f. Other/Outside of the US (please specify)
5. What role do you serve in?
a. Senior Pastor or Student
b. Youth Pastor
c. Other (please specify)
6. What value do you see in having young people fill some larger roles in the ministry of
your church?
a. None
b. Little Value
c. Medium Value
d. High Value
7. In what ways are students actively involved in the larger ministries of your church?
8. Have you seen an increase in students staying connected to your church post high school
graduation when they were actively involved in ministry roles?
a. Yes
b. No
c. Not Really Sure
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9. Would your church approve of students serving in more important roles within the church
that are NOT connected to the student ministry? Why or Why not?
10. In your ministerial opinion, do you see how having students serve in larger roles can help
them stay connected to church post high school graduation? Why?
11. Do students in your church feel like they are important and that as members of the church
their voice is heard? Why or Why not?
12. What percentage of students actively involved in your church would you say serve in any
role within your church?
a. 10% or less
b. 10-20%
c. 20-30%
d. 30-40%
e. 40-50%
f. 50-60%
g. 60-70%
h. 70-80%
i. 80-90%
j. 90-100%
13. What percentage would you say serve in larger roles in your church (i.e. on committee or
ministry teams, etc.)?
a. 10% or less
b. 10-20%
c. 20-30%
d. 30-40%
e. 40-50%
f. 50-60%
g. 60-70%
h. 70-80%
i. 80-90%
j. 90-100%
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14. What percentage of students do you think would be willing to serve if given the
opportunity?
a. 10% or less
b. 10-20%
c. 20-30%
d. 30-40%
e. 40-50%
f. 50-60%
g. 60-70%
h. 70-80%
i. 80-90%
j. 90-100%
15. What other information would you like to share that may help in articulating how
involving students in ministry can help them stay connected post high school graduation?
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Appendix B:
Survey Results
Q1 If you have read all the information above and consent to your
participation in this study please type your name and date below.
Answered: 147 Skipped: 0
(Results to this question are not included to protect the privacy of those surveyed)
Q2 What is the denomination of your church?
Answered:131 Skipped: 16
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Q3 What is the name of your church?
Answered: 131 Skipped:16
(Results to this question are not included to protect the privacy of those surveyed)
Q4 Which region of the United States is your church located?
Answered:132 Skipped:15

Q5 What role do you serve in your church?
Answered: 132 Skipped:15
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Q6 What value do you see in having young people fill some larger roles in the ministry of your
church?
Answered: 132 Skipped: 15

Q7 In what ways are students actively involved in the larger ministries of your church?
Answered: 131 Skipped: 16
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98

99

100

Q8 Have you seen an increase in students staying connected to your church post high school
graduation when they were actively involved in ministry roles?
Answered: 132 Skipped:15
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Q9 Would your church approve of students serving in more important roles within the church
that are NOT connected to the student ministry? Why or why not?
Answered: 131 Skipped:16
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103

104

105
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Q10 In your ministerial opinion, do you see how having students serve in larger roles can help
them stay connected to church post high school graduation? Why?
Answered: 132 Skipped:15
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108

109

110

111

112

113

Q11 Do students in your church feel like they are important and that as members of the church
their voice is heard? Why or why not?
Answered: 132 Skipped:15
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115

116

117

118

Q12 What percentage of students actively involved in your church would you say serve in any
role within your church?
Answered: 132 Skipped:15

Q13 What percentage would you say serve in larger roles in your church (i.e. on committees or
ministry teams, etc.)?
Answered: 132 Skipped:15
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Q14 What percentage of students do you think would be willing to serve if given the
opportunity?
Answered: 132 Skipped:15

Q15 What other information would you like to share that may help in articulating how involving
students in ministry can help them stay connected post high school graduation?
Answered: 76 Skipped: 71
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